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Vol. LII No.9 Bridgewater State College May 3,1979 
• • Tuit Ion Hike IS Planned 
by Jim Calnan 
Last Thursday, April 26, 1979, 
George Ellison, Chairman of the 
Board of State Colleges announced 
that the tuition·, of Massachusetts' 
ten state colleges could increase by 
$100 a year. This increase would 
raise the tuition from $500 a year to 
$600 a year. According to David 
Deep, Vice-President of Student 
Services, this would I'l"!~~'" "a raise of 
$50.00 a semester." Vice-President 
Deep went on to say that "the 
pressure 'is on for the Board of 
had hoped the Trustees would take 
-pressure is being applied by 
Governor King. 
Ellison stated that the trustees 
appeared to be· in favor of the 
increase, but a formal ratification is 
expected before the end of the 




by Sue Asci completed by June 3, 1980. 
The building of some new and :'Significant changes' will have to 
necessary facilities for the take place,-We can do some on our' 
handicapped, in order to 'make the own. Curbs will be cut within the 
campus buildings more accessible, next couple of months. We had to 
is in the planning stage. Some work receive permission from the town of 
has already been done. Bridgewater, Also, a chairlift is 
'We made several requests for planned for the entrance to the 
money from the state and received auditorium to provide easier access 
nothing. Six out of the ten state to, the rest rooms on the next level 
coneges did receive funds," said Ed up," explained Ed Meaney. 
MeaneYt Director of Planning and There are at least fifty 
Develop'ment at B.S.C. "No federal handicapped students at B.S.C. 
funds have been appropriated by This • listing is incomplete because it 
Congress for the renovation~." does not include those who did not 
There ar~ t:-v0 laws involved; one writE in to indicat~ a disability. Many 
'M 'is'%.~''m~.i:b;tIl~\tiri~;et}Jei:ifi 'taciIities.l11u$tl;:leroadea{;c~ibIe'te 
Section 504 of the Rehabilitation the handicapped.' These inciude; 
Acts of 1973. The laws affect all rest rooms, telephones, bathrooms 
educational institutions in that they and water fountains. The fire alarm 
must make "facilities, activities, and system must also be modified< to 
programs accessible to the provide visual warning. 
handicapped,'" This work must be . "(Cont on p. 3) 
At press time students from each 
of the tfm stae colleges at Boston; 
Bridgewater, Fitchburg, Framing· 
ham, Mass. College of Art, Mass. 
Maritime, Salem, Westfield and 
Worcester, were at the State House 
in Boston protesting the proposed 
increase. O'pposition proves 
successful at Southeastern 
Massachusetts University (SMU) 
last week as trustees there voted 
down the proposed tuition hike. 
David Morwick, Director of 
Financial Aid here at B.S.C., stated 
that he is making' increases in his 
budget for the next academic year. 
This would give students an 
opportunity to increase their hours. 
Morwick went on to say that there 
will be no new money issued just for 
the use of a bigger budget. ,The 
deadline for the financial . aid 
applications is crucial this year. If 
the student meets the. deadline that 
student's chances are greater of 
receiving increased aid. 
T. Michael Robertson, President-
Elect of the S.G.A., feels that, "The 
proposed tuition increase' raises 
several questions about the future 
of public higher education in the 
state of, Massachusetts. Are the 
Trustees more concerned with the 
priorities of the new governor than 
, their reslQonsibilit~ ....• anA,. ~ommitt. 
Irrenttollow,tostnlSh ~q.uallty 
education? Such spineless 
conformance to the whims of King 
Edward must stop somewher~J 
hod hoped the. t~ustees would take 
. -Boyden/Burnell 
Transfer· Planned 
by Sue Asci 
Students may have noticed that 
many courses listed in the fall 
cour~e schedu1e are scheduled to be r 
held in, the ~urnel1 School. This. is 
because Bbyden . Hall is due to be 
c1o13ed for' r'enovations this fall. 
The children who presently 
at~end the Burnell School will be 
going to classes in the 'newbuiIding, 
located on Burrell Avenue, which is 
scheduled to be completed by the 
fall. 
"There are'actually two buildings. 
We expect the lab 'school' to be 
completed and ready for use in 
September," said Ed Meaney, 
Director of Planning and 
Development at RS.C. 'We will 
relocate students from the Burnell 
School to the new lab schooL The 
other building (the three-story part) 
will still be under construction and 
should be completed by January at 
the latest." 
Once the lab school is definitely 
completed, all classes and 
administrative offices in Boyden 
Hall win be moved to the Burnell 
School. 
"A minimal amount of 
renovations will take place in' the 
Burnell, School. We may remove 
certain walls to provide more, 
seating area for classrooms," Mr. 
Meaney explained. 
The . funds for the Boyden Hall 
renovations were appropriated in ' 
three stages. The first stage involves 
a study, the second stage involves 
an appropriation for final plans, and 
the third stage is the final 
appropriation. The money has 
,already' been allocated and 
approved by the previous governor. 
. "The final plans are ready and the 
contractors' are making: comments 
on them. now," Ed Meaney said. '1t 
will be going out for bids in June and 
the contract· will be awarded in 
July." 
Mr. Meaney's job deals with the" 
Bureau of Building' and Construc-
tion. His office involves projects 
such as new buildings, 'renovations, 
and relocations. 
The total cost of the Boyden Hall 
renovations comes to $2.3 million, 
and it will cost $7.7 million for the 
new building. The renovations in 
.' Boyden Hall should be completed 
Vice Presid,ent Deep comments on tuition. 
such a stand. Will reorganization the expenses. J# Jack Nicolas" a 
also be accomplished in so short a member of the Class of 1982 feels 
time?" that "The increase is foolish, in fact, 
• Many of the students here at all of King's ideas on public higher 
B.S~G.arequj~ei· Mgry .. -witbthe, :ecJ~,a~icm: C)r~tQOlish,:'S.c;:I1.\)!c,e:- < 
prOpOsaL Tom Leen, member of the . President~Elgct,.Sue French, feel~: 
Class of 1980 feels that 1t's going to that "King is screwing the young 
be near ~impossible to return next people of this state." Although the 
vear. It is alread~;"dHficult to keep up . (Cont~ onp.3) 
Election Results 













































~UA to Fllmat BSCi 
8 United. Artists wi1l be filming a scene for an upcoming sC~l1faQri; .<,*'" " . 
quadrangle in front of Boyden Hall tonight. At pr~s,st;~ltf,+' 'I 
exp .. ected tha. t approximately 100 SSC st. u. de. n ... t.'.S.' wo~l.g~;~ extras 
.
S. tu .. dents s.h. oUld. be .aw. are. t. h .. at . traffic PClt~t. .'. e area may be 1\ 
disrupted. ~n ofaUwiU ,,'. ~~~.
, 2 The.Comment May 3,1979 
Editorials 
We would like to remind members of the college community that next 
week's issue of The Comment will be the last for the academic year 
1978-1979. For anyone who has any final articles, Letters to the Editor, 
Commentaries or Classifieds--this is your last chance_ Deadline are as 
Monday at noon for all advertisements (included classifieds--pers~nals 
too!) and for announcements, and Tuesday at 12 noon for articles 
letters to the Editor and Commentaries. All submissions are welcome: 
KMT 






In response to last issue's letter 
concerning the apartment 
inspection, the anonymous 
resident, who we all know, had his 
facts confused. 
First of all, the- reason for these 
periodic inspections as stated in the 
Resident Student Handbook pg. 30, 
is to· check for health and safety 
reasons. Secondly, this type of 
inspect jon must begin early as 9:00 
am so that the entire tnree buildings 
can be· checked.. I'm not sure 
whether our anonymous resident 
realizes what a time consuming and 
tiring chore this Can be. With all due 
respect to Miss Fitzgerald, the 
criticism she received in last week's 
letter was unwarranted. As the 
o.ir~c~or ofH()usin~thentunerous, 
"'Tesporlslbilities .. iriv61ved~'wrth 
providing housing tor far too many 
students than space allow and also 
trying to maintain some kind of 
order throughout the residence 
. halls is no easy job. He also spoke of 
Miss Fitzgerald as having "insulted 
students cleaning habitsH • This was 
a poor choice of words. Perhaps the 
word reccomendation would have 
been more appropriate. Any 
reccomendations that were made to 
residents in the apartments were in 
the interest 'of health and safety. I'm 
sure Miss Fitzgerald has more 
important things to do with her time' 
than giving residents the "white 
glove testH • Obviously, this was not 
the purpose of the inspection. 
As far as the majority of residents on 
campus are concerned, our 
Director of Housing has always 
done her very best to treat aU 
residents equally. 
Sincerely, 




During the inspection that was 
mentioned in "The Comment" last 
week, our apartment was recorded 
as having the JoUowing problems: 
chips; in . paint on· outer door, 
banister broken (due to ~efective 
design). 2 holes in closets, a piece of 
missing·· furniture,fire extinguisher 
(wrong siZe), apartment as a whole 
was dirty. \, 
(Most of the damage was caused by 
a roommate last semester who has 
left. This was told to Peter Hartel.) 
There was no damage in my 
room, except holes in the paint. The 
paint was missing when 1 moved into 
the room. A personal opinion is that 
the paint is cheap. Thus; it is ironic 
that only two persons from our 
ent were expelled from 
lPtl.l~~lousing until September 
FitzGerald states and I quote "This 
aCtion comes as a result of careful 
consideration regarding past 
infractions within the Resident 
Halls." WHAT INFRACTIONS? 
Could the answer be writing a letter 
to "The Comment" aSKing her to 
"treat the student residents as 
equals; learn how to use tact, or 
resign as Director .of Housing. II' 
It seems that Miss FitzGerald's 
action towards me was merely 
personal in nature and such an 
action i.e. basing a decision on 
personal basis is an abuse of her 
authority. 
In classifying this ad of expulsion 
shows how intolerant to criticism 
Maureen FitzGerald is. . 
- Joseph K. Downey 
Thank' yo.it, -to 
Dr. Harper. 
DeifOr:'1iarper,: . 
I would like to thank you, both 
personally and as a representative 
of the 5 pedal Education, majors 
here at· Bridgewater State College, . 
for taking time out of your bLsy . 
schedule to inform us on what WelS 
happening with our· program. 
As you saw, by the turn out, at the 
meeting on April 11 th, that there 
were a lot of concerned students, 
whose individual' programs ,were 
altered by the new state certification 
regulations. The clear cut 
information you gave us in regard to 
·state tax cuts, lack of resources, 
and the difficult process of phasing 
in the new program and phasing out 
the old make myself and many 
others aware that Bridgewater State 
College and the Office. of 
Professional Education is only. on't 
small part of our state's 
'bureaucratic educational system. 
We now see, that with the limited 
resources given you, you have a 
difficult job ahead of you in devising 
a new Special Ed. program. We feel 
assured in knowing that by 
acceleratin~ our programs we can 
finish and obtain- our B.S. in Special 
Education, and that your 
department is doing everything 
possible in helpi,ng students 
graduate as expected. The small 
,majority of my colleagues, who you 
stated will be able to finish up by 
May '1981,. thank you for your 
consideration. 
Good luck in the job ahead of you 
Dr. Harper, and thanks again for 
informing us of the· facts and the 
work that is ahead of us. 
Respectfully, 
Ramona M .. Sullivan 




]0 the ;ditorC:: ,:; ~.::: 
·'Just Tncase'Rooert 'f:{. C8te isn't 
LI vES NEXt 
It) -me- PP.l LGR.l f1\ NUC\..~A~ 
PoWER PLANr , 
aware of it, Boston Edison concerning the abuse oftelephones into the paper_ 1\lso:- Tam not 
Company already uses an acronym on campus, and "The Bus Stops questioning the right of the Editor-
("Playing the 'Shell's Game," April Here" for an article concerning in-Chief to editorial discretion, but 
26, 1979.) We out here in Almeida's discontinued service rather I am questioning this Editor's 
consumerland affectionately refer from Bridgewater to Boston. response to the responsibility that 
to Boston Edison as RIP-OFF . Let me make it clear that I am not coexists with th~ right. Accepting 
(Reaping Inexcusable Profits from referring to the entire Comment the right without accepting the 
Fa mil y and F ri end s } and staff in this letter.! know many of the responsibility is abuse. 
SPINELESS (Spending People's hard-working and dedicated people It is at this point that I am 
Incomes. on . Nuclear Energy who devote a lot of time and energy (LETTERS Cont. on pj) 
Lacking Efficient Safety Standards.) "' ....... _.--___ .___ -_ ...... __ -______ ~---------"""""" .. -aIIII!. --_~ .... 
Certainly people should have no . D dl··-
~::~eu~~~s ~~~:~~ining to whom . e_. a .. _ In e. s 
Sincerely, 
.. ,G",r~._rt~9yich Monday··: at ,·no0!nl··)cGlassifi@d; ~. 
Letter of 
Resignation 
Ads Advertisri1~rits'>->-~'~ati;d , . 
Announcements. 
Tues~ay at noon: Articles, 
Letters and Commentaries. 
To the Editor: "' __ 
. I feel' it is ·my responsibility to .------------------------------. 
The Comment ii'uorrn you of my decision to resign from the position of Contributing 
Editor' of The Comment. My 
reasons for resigning are many and I 
feet they should be explained to the 
college community. (It is important 
to note here that I am also a former 
Editor';lI~Chief.) 
Myprir.1ary reason for resigning 
lies in the· generalization of the 
paper's deteriorating composition. 
Let :me: be mQre specific. 
First and, foremost, I must 
express my· growing dissatisfaction 
with' the paper's trend toward 
unprofessionalism. This can be 
adequately exemplified 'by the 
growing use of the newspaper as a 
medium of attack on people and 
institutions of Bridgewater ... State 
College. One-sided reporting not· 
only portrays unprofessionalism, 
but also portrays a lack of morality 
and ethics. There is a code of ethics 
for journalists, and it should be 
observed. 
Another point of great 
dissatisfaction comes with the 
. recent extension of Hhumor articles" 
in the newspaper. The April Fool's 
issue was the place for the malicious 
humor, it should not have become a 
weekly feature in a. college 
newspaper. Some humor, fun' 
humor, has its place in a newspaper, 
i.e. Art Buchwald, the comics, etc,. 
but humor has been appearing· in 
The Comment to what I feel is to an 
excessive degree and some of it has 
been in questionable taste. 
(established 1927) 
Editor-in Chief .. ~.' ......................... Karen Tobin 
Managing Editor ............. ~ ...... Michael S. Bezoenik 
News Editor ..........•..... _ .•. ;' ...•........•. Sue Asci 
Cultural Arts Editor ... . • . . • . . . . . ; .. ' .. : ~·Karen DeWolf 
Sports Editor ...... ' .......•..•.......• : ... :. o'DahnyHall 
Advertising Manager ............ _ .. T. Michael Robeit~6n 
Photography Editor ............. _ ...... eo • Joni Dahlene 
Graphics Editor. 0 ••••••••••••••••• _ •• _ : ••• Greg Dansak 
Business Manager. _ •.........•...... 0 •• 0 • Gerry LaCroix . 
Office Manager • 0 0 ••••••••• _ • • • • • • •• Susan J. Laflamme 
Distribution Manager .........•.....•... James A. Calnan 
Contributing Editors: ....... _ .•.......... _ .. Vicki Smialek 
.........•......•• Joan E; Thibeault 
Writing Staff: Kim Cleghorn, Pat Duddy, Peggy Faria, Pat 
Ges ,ner, Ginny Giliespie, Joanne Herr, Candice Killion, Joe, 
McDonald, Elaine Martin~ DouqMildram, Audrey Oliveira, Doug: 
Schorr. Robert A. Cote Suzuki· , - . 
Art Staff: Charlie Billard . 
Photo Staff: Kimberly Jensen. 
Production Staff: .. Martha Anderson, Sheila Brennan; Susan 
Brennan, Colleen Desmond, Kathy Goudie, Tom Leen, .Joe 
McDonald. . Joe Downey 
. Distibution Staff: Joe Downey, Tom Leeb. 
, ' • I '. 
THE COMMENT is a stud~nt-~~pported' ~ndop~~at~d:UJe~klyhewspaper 
serving the academic community ofI?ridgeUJqter_S#lteCoU~ge.fditoriCllpolicy is 
determined by the Editor-ir.-Chief in consultation. with the Editorial· Board. 
Republication of all material printed herein· isfQrbidde~ without the expre~s 
'written permission of the Editor·jn:Chiej; Letters to the Editor are encouraged 
but are limited to 250 words or less. Letters, classified advertisements, and all 
other written material are subject to condensation. Aduertisine raf~s available 
upon request. All. correspondence should be addressed to THE COMMEl'jTJ 
Bridgewater State College, Bridgewater MA; ext. 260 or 304, .... >:. <' .. . ... 
Finally, as un professionalism 
goes, the trite headlines· that have 
been· appearing in the newspaper 
not only lend an air of nonsense, but 
they also insult. the reader's .• 
int,el1igenceJ;:~~mpl~s: ,!;1t's;~ Not, 
,NiCe foFl:H9rM~B'eU," for ai\:article l..ge,;;;.;'~ICLir·~:"4·i.i!.tl.!..., ;.;,.h'~.:·~··...,:rv;.;,;'. ~"";:+)~:.',!":r' .. ,...,. ~r'_,.':'!' ...+.!~;,..., . . ,~,.,...:. ,~,.,\-.,-, """;_"-~.'~'~~l~(''''"';.~' o+--.;:.:.....:.-----J ;f<:,,:~.,:::;::·~k~ti;'dr~\~r;r~k:!:!'~~ J c. 'c' .. ' '. 
I Announcements I 
SPRING CONCERT 
The .annual Spring Concert sponsored by the Music Clubs at 
Fra~lnghar:n State College will b(held on Friday evening, May 11, at 8 
pm: I~DWlght Hall Auclitorium~ Directed by Professor James Savas s~lectJo~s by the Chorale, the Concert Choir, and the Alumnae Singer~ 
Will maR~ up the ~rogram for this annual event which attracts many 
peo~le fr?~, Frammgham and the surrounding towns. The public is 
cordially inVited to attend. 
BOSTON AR1:j·\ BiCYCLE COALITION 
Sunday, ~~me 3, 1979 is Boston Bike Day. Cyclists will gather in many 
comm~mt1es such as Milton, Quincy" Dorchester, South Boston, 
BrooklIne, Newton, Roxbury, and Watertown, to ride into Boston 
,Common for a noontime rally. The rally will include nationally renowned 
athletes, c¥clists, politicians and celebrities who will speak on cycling· 
related tOPICS of heatlh, ecology and fitness. Rally participants will take a 
mass ride through Boston's Back Bay and across the Charles to River 
Bend .Park in Cambridge. There a Bike Fair will take place at Jpm 
feat.unng more than 20 exhibits including a demonstration of newly· 
desIgned pedaled powered boats by MIT students. Recreational rides 
will leave the fair for scenic and historic tours thoughout theday. On 
~onday, June 4, 1979, cycling commuters willjoin a morning caravan 
mto downtown Boston. More information-on Bike Day is availableon the COFFEEiiO"uSE ......... ----.-- .... --... -- ... -- ................... --............................ Bike Hotline, (617) 727-3179 and in the BABC newspaper available in 
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Tuition 
Hikes 
(Cant from p.1) . 
proposal is favored by the trustees 
it doesn't appear to be favorabl~ 
with the 35.000 students in the state 
coJleqe svstem. 
Changes 
There will ?e ~ benefit c?ffeehouse held this Saturday May 5, 1979 at bike stores. ' 
Puo.sto which IS located In the Methodist Parish Hall on Cedar Street --.... --.--...... --... ----------.... ----.: .. ::: .. -.... ---...... :.; ..... :-----........ --... --.--....... --............. --... . 
behInd Boyden Hall. The doors will open at 9:00 pm. Admission price will THE "AMAZING" KRESKIN 
for 
Boyden be $2.~0 per person.and all are welcome. There will be live entertainment The world f~m~us mentalist Kreskin will appear In the Brockton High 
featunng Mark, Mlekey. and Wick. Refreshments will be available. School Audltonum on Wednesday, May 16, at 8pm: This program is 
Please come and help support Puosto's community efforts. spons~red by .t~e Brockton Community School's Cultural 
.. ······YHANK·YOlj'·--········· .. ··· .. ······················ ..... -- .............................. --...... f~~~~t~:~~~~s~~ds ~f~: ~;~;a~a~~~~~~ ~~1':~~:~:t~~~~~~sf~~~d 
To the Clowns of P.E. 462: mentah~t, ~nteretamer ~nd author has been amazing millions around the 
We want to thank you very much for your cooperation and we hope ,world vIa lIve conc~rts In theat:es, ~ightclubs, and university campuses 
you all had a good time creating new faces at our clown party. for ¥ears. No one Will want to miSS thIS most exciting evening. Tickets are 
Cheryl. Penny, Joyce . avaIlable at the Brockton Community School office and are priced at 
--····--ro·uii·oi·EUiioPE· .. ······--·--·--············ .. · .. ·--·· ........... --....... --......... --... ~~~d~f :~~~~ka~~~~~!~~:~~:~~~:~~:~~~~~;~=7:~!~~~~t~;!~~ 
Professor RO.bert Bri~gs of the Bridgewater Foreign Language tIckets, Brockton Community Schools, 43 Crescent Street, Brockton, 
Departm~nt IS arrangIng and will be hosting a "'Capitals and .Ma 02401. For further information call 59Q..7S97. 
~~~~~k~~':: d~!a;~;e~r~:::e~u~~:t j~i!n~U::~~ '0~~~~itr2~~ ····--··PAGEANy··S·CHOLARSiiips· .. ·--·--·--···----····--·--··----····---.. --... --------. 
The IS-day tour ~111 feature visits to Amsterdam, Brussels, Heidelberg; I Scholarships totaling $3,45D will be awarded to the five finalists at the 
Luce~~\ .t~e S:"lSS, A~ps, Gen~a, Pa:isand L?ndon .. Faculty and next Miss Taunton Pageant to be held on October 20 this year. Miss 
stud~,fl:t~.;~~~~wht be mter~ted In partIcipating in'tbis Eu~opean tour Taun~on of 1980 will receive a $1,500 Scholarship. First runner·up will 
may 'S:9.~ta~t:",:~~:~~sor BrIggs for further. det<).~ls at· the ,following rece~le $7501, second runner·up will receive $500., third runner-up will t~le~!l . ,,:",~~:A97-8321t ext. 342 (Office) or 697.7685 (Home) receIve $400., and fourth runner· up will receive $300. Since the Miss 
·····----sic:~iiTi~~·······················--·~· .. · .. ······ .. ~ .. --.----.--.----...... --...... --.--..... ~:~~~~~h~~h~~~~~~~ ~:~n~a~:m:e:~~~;~:d~1f~:~~~~; o~9;:~ 
Man~atory Me~ting: Student Affairs Committee members must attend. commnumty has been responsible in aiding the corporation to assist 
DaytIme: ~eadmg Day, Monday, May 14th, Ham. The agenda will be these young woment to meet the rising costs of higher 
~ent t~. you. If you can not make it please contact the Chairperson education. Contestants must be between the ages of 17 and 27 and at 
ImmedIately. . least. a high school senior at Pageant time. Further information' can be 
........ AFiiO~A.MERicAN.SoCiETY----.-- .... -- .. --.--... --............................... ~~~¥:~n~~n~ddreSSing an inquiry to the Miss Taunton Pageant. Box 
~;0~~a~f~:~;ii~=~7~~iG~0~~~~id;~~~i~~Y:~t:y~~~;~; ~t~~:~~~~: ········STUDENT··UNioN·COPY·CENTER···~················· ...................... . 
Library Lecture Hall. The tickets from the last scheduled performance Located on the ground floor of the Student Union across from the Sub 
will be honored at this show. Shop. the C.opy Cen~er offers a quality copy service at low cost $.06 per 
·~··':·,··MiXoi·OG~y:woiij{SHOP···--·· .. ··············· .. ···................................. ~~:t:~~d;;p~~1~e~i:~:r t~~~~~hr;:~~~sh~; e~~~~:sd c~~ ~~~ 
A Mixology Workshop will be offered for all B.S.C. students and the be purchased. The prices are: $.08 per copy blank sheets for cover 
(Cant. from p.l) 
by the following September. When 
all the _worh n~s been completed, 
both Boyden Hall and the Burnell 
School will be used for classrooms. 
Increase 
of Access 
(Cont. from p.l) 
Durit1!i:.fue March break, a ramp 
was in.st~led _to make the bUilding 
more accessible. The S':trPaid for 
this. Money will be taken out of the 
maintenance account and used for 
the renovations which the college is 
c,loing on its own. 
If all the work is not 4iompleted by 
June 3, 1980, the inspector(s) would 
have to take various actions. 
"They would bring it to the 
attention of the state. Theil- ultimate 
weapon would be witholding federal 
funds. This would only take place 
after a long period of time and only if 
the college refused to make the 
renovations, tI said Ed Meaney. 
"They would not do this if the 
college shows that it is making an 
effort/' '. ," 
general public on Tuesday May 8, from 7.10:00pm in the library lecture .letters ~.06) mat~hing envelopes $.03. Now you ~an have all your copying 
• g~-~~~~ 
,'.CO!t{MENT; FACULTYSOl",'BAlL.GAMl!·' , ',' r~,'~·"·Ne~.)""dlJ •• ~'.i,JJldi~_linii~ , '·1Jt>reC\.ueshng .~y name be removed 
F acuity are needed to play on the faculty softball team against the con?lhons .. Programs w~lch are plann~d and executed toineef W,.·~~~iI~lliliIK~~'~JlI'"~iIIl 
Comment staff on Suncl?lY May 13, at 1:00pm at the Great Hill field. SOCial, phYSIcal, and emotional needs of dlabled persons include: creative deS1re to be. assoc~ated Wi~h The 
The winning team gets a case of Heinekein. If you are interested contact and domestic arts, physical reacreation, environmental exploration, Comment as It cor:tmues 0:' lts way 
Coach Phil Silvia at extension 243 real soon. They need all thehelp they camping, socials, and special events. Handi Kids will provide yyou with dow~ from .an. mformatlVe and 
can get. opportunities to get involved in creative, worthwhile programs and credlbl~ pubhcatlon to a form of 
1 ..... ______ .. ________ ...... __ •• __ •••••••• _ ••••• ______ ..... ____ .......... __ ...... __ ... __ ............. __ ••••• __ ............. activities while providing a much needed service. Persons interested in entertamment for some group other 
, CHILDREN'S PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT CLINIC volunteering time thoughout the Spring and/or Summer should contact than a!1 intelligent college 
Application forms are .. now available for positions as clinicians and Richard Gaddes,·c/o Handi Kids, 470 Pine Street, Bridgewater, Mass. (:ommumty. It seems you would 
assistant clinicians for the fall session of 1979. The Clinic program, in 697·7557 or 963-0472. have more respect for yourselves
t 
operation since 1974 and the only one of its kind in New England, is t/our hard work, and also for your 
devoted to .the physical, motor (play and sport), and social improvement . ___ . __ . __ ....... __ ..... ______ ...... __ .... __ ....... __ ..... ____ ............... __ .......... __ ......... __ .................... readers, not to' dear in . some 
of special needs children ranging in age from 18 months through 20 years WRITING CENTER unethical and many unprofessional 
20 years. The Writing Center in Maxwell 238 offers the student an opportunity for and questionable practices. 
Applications can be obtained from the main office of the Health and individualized instruction in writing. Whatever writing problem, minor or Disappointedly, 
Physical Educafo D t fr D H b ' ffi (R 103)' K 11 major, grammatical. mechanical, syntactical, rhetorical,· or stylistic, the Jean M. St. Andre I n ep. or om r. u er s 0 ce oom In e y , . . Former Editor·l·n·Chl·'ef and 
Gymnasium Positions are open fo current Fr h S h Writing Center will do its best to help the student diagnose the problem 
. . r es men, op omores, ContributinQ Editor :an~ Jun.~ors in Healt~ and Physical Education, Special Education, Early and develop an instructional program designed to remedy it. The extent 
OhIldhOQd E.d'J-lGatlon,. Psychology, Sociology, Social·' Work of a student's time committment is flexible; participation is voluntary. 
, C~m~\lt;1i~~~i<?l'!- Arts al'!-d Sciences. The deadline for applications i~ The Writing Center will be staffed during the following hours; Monday, 
Fnday,. May Hth., '.' 9am to noon: Professor Angell; noon to 3pm, Prof. McGinnis, Tuesday, 
....... , , ., ., , :.' .. ' ... . 10:30 am to noon: Professor Nickerson; 12:30 to 3:30pm: Prof. Angell. 
·; .. · ... ·VOiVNTEERS·NEEDED .. · .. --·-- .... · .. · .... · .. · .... ----· .. · .. --····· .. ----.. ----...... , Wednesday, noon to 3 pm: Prof. McGinnis·anciDonnelly. Thursday, 
The Student Government Association needs volunteers for next year's 10:30 am to noon: Prof. Nickerson, and Friday, .9 am to noon: Prof. 
Student Court. The Court is a seven-member judicial board which AngelL. 
interprets questions of constitutionality and legality brought forth by the ........ ----.-.......... -.......... --........ --........ -- ...................................... -------..... --.--........ --
college. Also the SGA is. seeking a volunteer for the office of LEARN TO LOVE 
Parliamentarian for next year. The Parliamentarian is knowledgeable Join us in our search to understand a bit of God, Ourselves, Life in the 
and. familiar with Parliamentary Procedure and ·issues rulings on Worship Workshop~-BSC Union~Room 207-Wednesdays·3:30 pm.-
Parliamentary Procedure whenver asked during meetings. Both the Christian Fel1o~ship. 
Student Court and Pat;liamentarian. ar~ appointed by the Student 
Government President. For those interested, please contact the Student 
Government Office on the third floor of the Student Union, or call at 697· 
8321, ext. 421-422. These appointments will be made in the final weeks of 
this semester. Thank you. 
········jDENTiFicA"fioNiiEEDED······--··--·····--.. ···----···.----..... -............ --.. 
Anyone without a Mass .. Driver's License shott1dgo to the Registry and 
get an I.D. Card. This applies to foreign and out-of-state students, too. 
This card or a Mass. State License will be neeqed for entrance to the Rat. 
········AMEiiic'AN"JiWlsiicONGREss· .. ···--···· .. ············· ................... . 
The American Jewish congress previews·Egypt·Israel peace tours and 
expanded overseas program to Israel, Europe, the Orient, Africa: and 
Central America, for members under and over 40~·singles and mar;ieds. 
, Featured: Summer 1979 Singles Convention II (Israel-Egypt), Couples 
Convention I (Israel). Hear Betty Alderson, Overseas Program Director 
at Congregation. Kehillath Israel, 384 Harvard Street, Brookline' 
Monday, 'l\pri129: 7pm (under49's); 8:30pm (general)~ AdmissionFree: 
Telephone 542·0265, or write AJCongress, 72 Franklin St., Boston, Ma. 
02110, for free illustrated travel brochure and reservations. 
;~ .. _ ....... " .... __ .. .;;:::::::::=:::::::::=~;,.lI::l:::t=:~----- ............. ............ - .................................................................................................. --- ...... --
Bse STAGE BAND 
The sse Stage Band rehearses each Monday and Wednesday at 4:30 in 
Room UG4 of the Student Union. The band many compliments on its 
perfolrt1anCe in the WJAR·TV Cerebral Palsey Telethon and was evened 
recalled to the stage for an encore in that telecast. Several performance 
~ates are lined liP for .the coming months .. Anyone interested in joining.. , 
theg(~uP:; should come to any rehearsal ready to sit in and play. 
····---·yoi]"'ioo··ci\N·HAVE·PAMOVS·P;CTURES· .. ·············· ...... . 
Brighten up your walls by' borrowing a new art reproduction from the 
Bridgewater Public Library. 
Nearly 30 framed prints from the impre~sionist period up to modern 
abstract expressionist period are available for loan. Artist's represented 
include Vincent Van Gogh, Raoul ~ufy. Jackson Pollock, Henri Matise, 
Paul Klee, Paul Cezanne, Curner & Ives, and others. These art 
reproductions may be borrowed for a 6 week· period. 
Of interest to library patrons with vision problems· will be our recent 
subscription to the New York Times Large Type Weekly. This 
newspaper provides the reader with the news of the week. in review, and 
also contains the Sunday New York Times crossword puzzle in large 
print. 
.. .......................... ~ ............................................ -........................................... -............ -_ ...... --_ .. -............ --- .. -- ...................... -~ ................................ . 
HEAL TH CENTER 
The Mantoux T.B. Testing Clinic will be held Friday May 4th, 1979 from 
9:00 a.m. to 12 noon and 1:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m. at the College Health 
Center in Tillinghast Hall. 
.. .......... "' ...................... -................... -.. --- ...... -.... --_ .......... _-- .. --........................................................................................................................ . 
WANTED 
Male counselors to fill summer. positions at Day' Camp Yomechas 
(Middleborough, Mass). Contact: Steve Clay··Brockton 'V' Youth 




Luddy Bus. Company has 
announced the folloWino. 
schedule for . Bridgewater/ 
Bostonruns~ 
Bridgewater. to . Boston; 
6:40 am, 7 am 7:20 am 7:50 
am 9:30 am and 3:50 pm. 
Boston to Bridgewater: 8 
am 12:30 pm, 4:35 pm, 4:55 
pm, 5:20 pm and 6.pm. 
This schedule applies 
only on weekdays.· Luddy 
is trying to estblish a 
weekend schedule in the 
near future. 
Boston pick.;ups and let-
offs are at South Station. 
One way trip rate is 
$2.50. 
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(Announcements) 
AAMEETlNG 
Catholic Center every Monday night at 8:30. This is an open meeting. 
The public and all interested are invited. If alcohol is a problem in your life 
Alcoholic Anon. is here to help. For more information, contact Fr. 
MacNamara at the Catholic Center, Ext. 555. 
1979 WHALE WATCH TRIPS 
The whale watch trips are now open to all Brigdewater State College 
faculty, students, and staff. There are trips this year. May 10,22, and 29. 
AU trips depart Provincetown at 10:30 a.m. Cost per person··$6.00. I 
would appreciate payment when you sign up to avoid some of the 
confusion of last year. Additional information is posted outside of Room 
114 of the Sciene Building or can be obtained by calling me or Mrs. 
DeVincentis. Last year's were very successful, with good sightings of 
both finbacks, and humpbacks. I hope this year's trips are even more so. 
When you sign up please indicate whether you can take riders to 
Provincetown and please give a phone number where you can be 
contacted. Dr. Jahoda-8iology Dept. X317 
SPORTS FOR CEREBRAL PALS Y 
The National Association of Sports for Cerebral Pals y announces that 
on May 12th and 13th, at Springfield College. the Northeast Regional 
Games for the Cerebral Pals .y and Multidisabled Athletes. Volunteers 
are needed to assist the athletes in all areas for there two days. For more 
information please call or write: Timothy J. McCarron, Director, Garden 
City Activity Center, 295 California Street, Newton, Mass. 02158, (617) 
965-3389 
i~ CHRISTIANS IN mE WORLD COMMUNITY . Ir.. series of Sunday afternoon lectures will be held April 29-May 20 at Old 
South Chuch at Copley Square in Boston entitled, "Christrans in the 
World Community: Expectations for the Future." This conference is in 
anticipation of the World Council of Churches Conference~, "Faith, 
Science, and the FutureN to be held at MlT in July, 1979. Christian 
-Fellowship, the on· campus Protestant group, will be sending delegates to 
Old South Church. Any students wishing to attend but needing 
transportation should contact the Christian Fellowship office in the 
Student Union. The program is outlined as follows; April 29: "The 
Western Captivity of Theology"', Huston Smith, Syracuse University and 
Abraham Thomas, Bridgewater State College at 2:00 p.m.; May 6: 
"'Nuclear Disarmament", William Sloane Coffin, Former Chaplain Yale 
Univ. and Christopher Nteta, Boston State College at 4 p.m.; Ma~y 13: 
"Self-Reliant Development", Burgess Carr, All-African Council of 
Churches and Marie Augusta Neal, J,:mmanuel College at 2:00 p.m.; May 
20: "The ~hird World's Contribution to Christian Theology':, IJlisio 
T orres,Chdean Methodist Pastor at 2:00 p.m. 
···· .. ··ENviiioNMENiAi·EDvcAiioi'iWORKSHop················ ... 
The Becket-Chimney Corners Outdoor Center is offering a 3·day 
workshop in environmental education for teachers, camp counselors, 
and all those interested in teaching in the out-of-doors. The workshop 
•.... will t~e,.~~~.~~t:9~t11pB~~~~~~.,&,~~~~t~Mqs~f J"Qro.May~t()~~29.,; , 
1979. The program wlll ihcllide A15VENTURE EXPERIENCES such as 
cave-exploration, ropes course, and orienteering: ENVIRONMENT At 
SCIENCE· ACTIVITIES such as Pond Ecology and Wild Edible Plants: 
INDOOR NATURE PROJECTS; SENSORY AWARENESS 
ACTMTIES and much more. A staff of professional environmental 
educa~ors and teachers will share their philosophies, techniques, and 
expenence using a "hands on" approach. The ENVIRONMENTAL 
EDUCATION WORKSHOP is being conducted in cooperation with 
Berkshire Community College in Pittsfield, Mass., which will offer 2-4 
credits for participation in the workshop and completion of a related 
project. The cost of the program is $39 which includes meals, lodging, 
and complete program from Friday dinner to lunch on Monday. Inquiries 
regarding the workshop should be made to Robert McMaster, Director 
of Outdoor Education, Becket·Chimney Corners Outdoor Center, 
Becket, Mass. 01223, (413) 623·8991. 
........... "' ...... "'~ ........................................................ --... "' .................................................................................. -.. -- ....... _ .......... "' .................................... .. 
MEETINGS FOR SENIORS 
During the month .of May 1979 there will be a series of special meetings of 
all Seniors,. June and August graduates, who ahve at any time during 
their attendance at Bridgewater State College borrowed money under 
the National Direct Student Loan Program. During the course of these 
meetings your obligations and privialeges regarding the repayment of 
your. loan will be re~ed. You will be provided wi!h sample 
repaymente schedules, and other information dealing with payment 
deferments, teacher cancellations, etc. also you will be requested to 
complete certain information forms for our files. This Exit Interview is 
extrememly important. There are three meetings scheduled in the 
Boyden Hall Demonsration Room and B22 Boyden Hall and you are 
urged to be in attendance at one of these meetings. The first meeting 
planned is WEdnesday, May 9, 1979 in the Demonstration Room at 1:00 
p.m.-2:00 p.m. The second is Monday, May 14th in the Demonstration 
Room at 12 noon·1:oo p.m. The final meeting is on Wednesday, May 16th 
in Room B22 Boyden Hall.from 10:00 a.m.-ll:OO a.m. If you cannot be in 
attendance at one of these meetings, be sure that you make 
arrangements with the Financial Aid Office by calling 697 ·8321, ext. 257, 
for an appointment after graduation. . 
······~·SiiMMER·JOliS··'···-·····~······················· .............. -...................... _ ........ . 
Looking· for a summer job? Information on a number of positions 
including Camp couseling, summer theatre and hotel work have been 
posted by the office of Student Life outside the President's Office in 
Bo¥den Hall. . 
Puosto: 
Rape Prevention 
by Beth DeSantis 
This article is one in a series of 
articles prepared to educate the 
community on specific topics of 
crisis intervention, from the 
perspective of a Mental Health 
Agency. In the area there is a 
network of supportive agencies that 
provide emotional, legal, and 
psychological services. From my 
experience as a staff ·person 
involved in a crisis intervention 
center, I believe that information 
pertaining to the issue of Rape is 
vital to the community. 
Rape is a four letter word. It is the 
number one crime against 
American Women today. Over the 
past few years, the crime of rape has 
reached alarming proportions: 
Forcible rape is the fastest growing 
crime among the FBI's major crime 
categories, which includes 
murder, aggravated assault, and 
robbery. The fear of sexual attack 
has served to deny personal 
freedom to women and at the same 
time to increase their de})endency 
upon men. 
Victims are often raped by those 
they are acquainted with or have 
seen before. Victims range from the 
very young to the very old. Rapists 
attack the rich, the poor, and all 
races ar:td nationalities. Rape usually 
occurs mdoors, often in the home. 
While the circumstances of the 
rape vary, all the victims share to 
some extent, the damaging-
psychological effects of the 
assailants' hatred and brutality ... 
Often, after an attack, a woman 
may experience feelings of : 
HELPLESSNESS ( Am I really in' 
contrpl of mv life?) 
GUILT' (was it my fault? Could I 
have resisted more?) 
ANGER (at others, at herself) 
UNCLEANUNESS (the idea of· 
being damaged or used) 
Rape victims may also have 
problems relating to others 
ex~ressing ~ection, and redefinin~ 
theIr sexuahtv. It is IMPORTANT to 
MASSACHUSETTS WOMEN'S ANNUAL CAUCUS 
The Annual Meeting of the Massachusetts Women's Political Caucus is 
set for Saturday, May 5th at 10:30 a.m. at M.LT., 77 Mass. Ave. in 
Cambridge. Speaker for the Annual Meeting will be PAULA GOLD, 
Chief, Protection Bureau, Mass. Attorney General's Office. The Mass. 
Women's Political Caucus is the political arm of the women's movement 
in Mass. and provides support for candidates runningice (male or female) 
who support feminist issues. Also, through its affiliation with the National 
Women's Political Caucus, the local organization has aided feminists to 
attain high level national governmental offices. Membership in the Mass: 
Women's Political Caucus is open to all interested persons without 
regard to party affiliation. The caucus is currently planning for the 1980 
national conventions, as well as elections of a local nature. For further 
information on the Annual ~1eeting as well as detailed directions, if 
needed; contact the Cambridge office (617) 547·6532. The meeting site is 
easily reached form the western part of the state via the Mass. Pike; and 
from the north and south via routes 1·93 and 1-95. For Information about 
membership in the Massachusetts Women's Political Caucus, call or 
write the Caucus, Box 242, Cambridge, Ma. 02139 
POUSH-AMERICAN CELEBRA TION 
~~~J~,~~~~~r~:~?:ri~sB~~:~:~i~e·~~?~;~~1~f~~\~~~r~~~~~~fi~r\'~ 
exhibits and programs honoring the Polish·American· 'commu'nity.' .. 
Marion Wroble of radio station WOKW will act as master of ceremonies 
for the festivities. An illustrated story, "Pan Twardowski", based on a 
legend about a famous Polish astronomer and magician, will be told by 
Frnaics J. budryk. Mr. Budryk, a former history teacher, has travelled to 
Poland many times and was the first president of the Polish Cultural 
Institute of New England. Polish regional dances from Slask and Kurpie 
will be performed by the Polish Saturday School of South Boston. This 
group, directed by Regina Laskowski, is comprised of nearly forty 
youngsters, and is divided into two age groups, ages 5·9 and ages 10·16. 
The Polish National Alliance sponsors this school, and classes meet 
every S.aturday morning for a two hour program, including one hour of 
language and one hour of singing and dancing. F olowing the dancers, Dr. 
Lawrence Mish, Professor of Botany at Bridgewater State College and 
. member of the Polish-American community of Bridgewater, will present 
a brief history of the Poles in America. The festivities will conclude with a 
musical program by the Polish Folksingers, a wen-known group under 
the direction of Mrs. Zofia Stopa. The group was fromed a few years ago 
to revive the Polish tradition of group singing and to promote traditional 
Polish folksongs. Recently, Mr. Kazimierz Kopinski, Professor of Music 
at the Maria Sklodowska Curie University in Lublin, Poland, worked 
with these folksingers to expand their repertoire and to introduce them 
.. to some traditional Polish arrangements. The Polish Folksingers have 
performed for many audiences in the Boston area and throughout 
Massachusetts. The fl1ajor portion of the celebration was coordinated by 
the Polish Cultural Institute of New Englan, a group working to establish 
a perman~!:lt~.gi(:mal .. center of_ Polish educational and cultural 
p!.o~ams. Free tiCKets for this program must be picked up in advance at··-
the library as seating capacity is limited. ' 
remember that not all women 
experience. all of these feelings in 
this situation. 
One must always be aware that 
rape. can happen to: anyone, 
anytIme, anywhere. Always 
observe your environment and be 
alert. Here are several precautions 
that one can take: 
IN THE HOME: 
1. Make sure your home is 
burglar proof. Keep your doors and 
windows locked. 
2. Always have the servicemun 
sholh you some kind of 
identification. If vou have vour 
doubts, have him slide his ID under 
the door. 
3. Have only your first initial 
anc ·Iast name plar.:ed on your 
mailbox and in the telephone book. 
ON THE STREET: 
1. Walk at a steady pace and 
always avoid unlit alleys and parking 
lots. 
2. If you suspect that you are 
being followed, head for the nearest 
restaurant, open store or public 
place........... 
3. If a . car pulls over for 
directions, stay far enough away 
from the car. so not to be grabbed. 
and dragged into the vehicle. 
IN THE CAR: 
1. Always close your windows 
and lock doors before leaving your 
vehicle., When you return, always 
have the keys ready. 
2. Always check the backseat 
before entering your car. .. 
3. If you have car trouble and 
have to pull over, raise your hood, 
get back into your car and lock the 
doors until someone you know or 
trust comes to help. 
These are only a few of the many 
precautions that you can take. 
Women, always be alert!! 
If, in any event, youare raped or 
have been-rag~d. OOd want tn t":"ll;. ~'SdWrlf1~~t'~~ ~t"e~Wg~tftm~~~"M 
area"~whli:h:: are; ~f"Vdi:lr~~f;ei"vtc:e:' 
Please dO. not. hesitate to caIi .. We 
. are here to help you. 
One organization in the network 
ofSupportive agencies is PUOSTO, 
A Place To Stand, which is located 
on Cedar Street in Bridgewater. 
PUOSTO is a Hotline, Crisis 
Intervention Center that deals with 
numerous issues. Some of the 
agency's energies are focused on 
womens' issues such as 
domesticated violence, depression, 
alcoholism, and alternative 
lifestyles. The Hotline is manned 9 
a.m. to 11 p.m. The Hotline number 
is 697-811l. 
Brockton Rape Hotline deals 
directly with rape' victirrts. It is 'i~ 
serVice 24hrs~'a!day:'seveM:daysa 
week. The services they provide 
include co~S¢lit)~at:t~~ .aM!stance 
with medical and, legal . ~spects, as 
well as dealing with the emotional 
states of the woman. The number is 
588-talk. 
Tautons Womans' Alliance· is 
another organization concerned 
with Rape victims. The number is 
822-7971 . and hi;\s' 24 hr ~ coverage. 
They deal.with rape victims but this 
is not their only emphasis. Their 
services include counseling, 
support groups, legal and medical 
advocacy, as well as· community 
educational programs. 
These are just" a few of the 
agencies in the South Shore area 
that provide services paiticlualry to 
women in crisis. A woman who has 
been raped is experiencing trauma 
both emotionally and physically, 
and should be encouraged to. take 
advantage of the supportive 
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Play for the Deaf: 
New Production • IS planned 
by Sue Asci 
"A Play of Our Own, Part m," is 
the title of a one-act play for the deaf 
and, hearing public .to be produced 
on June 16th at 8pm at BSC and on 
June 17th at 3pm in Springfield, 
Mass. 
Stephen C. Baldwin is the 
producer/director and playwright of 
this production. Baldwin himself is 
partially deaf and he presently 
teaches a course in intermediate 
sign at SSC. 
The play will be performed in sign 
language. Ann MacIntyre, 
Coordinator of DEAF, Inc., and 
Derm Keogane, Administrator at 
Framingham Learning Center, will 
'act as "readers" to interpret the 
signs. The tickets will, be $2.00 per 
person as a donation. Tickets can 
be.. purchased in the Office for 
Veterans and the Handicapped in 
Boyden HalL 
"At one point the reader will be 
dropped and the audience will leave 
ready to interpret sign, H said 
Stephen. 
The purpose of the play is to raise 
money for a camp fund for the deaf. 
[ts other purpose is to publicize 
R.E.AD.S. Corporation, which 
evaluates and makes assessments 
of handicapped children, and the 
Bay State GCAA. 
'We want to allow others to 
develop their 'hidden talent' through 
.the play. We also want to involve 
various educational and public 
agencies in the presentation of the 
play," said Stephen. 
'~A Play of Our Own, Part lIT" was 
developed by Stephen Baldwin 
under the direction of Dennis Scott, 
a noted Jamician artist. poet, 
director and playwright. The play 
involves a three-day period in the 
lives of deaf and hearing people. The 
story-line involves the troubles· and--' 
family ordeals which arise when a 
deaf person marries a hearing 
person and start a family. 
"Human affection plays a key role 
in the play. Part III is written for a 
deaf audience but can be 
understood by hearing people who 
are willing to explore the deaf 
community. N 
Oasis is Growing 
The cast includes; Jim Sullivan 
who works for the Urban Arts, Inc., 
Liz Wilbur who is a teacher of the 
deaf at R.E.AD.S_. Nancy Becker 
who is a sign language instructor 
from Northeaster U., John Pirello 
who is a BSC undergraduate and 
special- ed. major, Kathy Vesey-
Roth who is an instructor at BSC, 
Pat Ryan who is an educator and 
nurse, Joe Ryan who is an Arts 
teacher, and Derm Keogane. There 
are at least twenty or more people 
helping with the production. Tl;1e co· 
sponsors for the production are; 
The Regional Educational 
Assessment and Diagnostic Service 
Inc., and the Bay Stae Chapter of 
the Gallaudet College Alumni 
Association. 
by Patricia M. Gesner 
OASIS, the'studemtorganization 
for non-traditional students, will be 
sponsoring a panel discussion on 
Thursday, May 3, at 10:00 in the 
Rathskellar, on "Women Returning 
to School." The members of the 
panel will be Paul Gaines and James 
Plotner of SSC Admissions, Susan 
Krastin of the Career Exploration 
Center, and Patricia Kesner, 
student. This issue is rele\{ant today, 
since more and more of the students 
'on campus are, non-traditional 
'students, especially women, who 
are returning to school to prepare 
themselves for a better situation in 
the job market. 
Mr. Plotner will discuss the 
. general admissions policies for 
people who are returning to college 
~~er hayingwprked for, a !1um~r of 
y~~r~"J~~»IiU~ t~}5.abp,Ht~c,:ja,l, 
programs ·available.' to the nori-
·traditiomil student. Mr. Gaines will 
discuss the special program, 
OUTREACH, which has been set 
,up specifically for these non-
traditional students. The program 
deals with the ornh1ems of the man 
or woman who must cope with 
family and job pressures along with 
his/her classes. Ms. Krastin will give 
insight into the unique problems 
that women have when they have 
completed their education and are 
trying to re-enter the job market. 
Ms. Gesner will act as moderator, 
and hopefully give some insight from 
the point of view of the student who 
has returned to school. After the 
discussion, the members of the 
panel will remain ' to answer 
questions from the audience. 
The members of OASIS invite all 
students on campus to attend this 
discussion and find out how the 
college can help you. Also, you are 
invited to attend our meetings, on 
Tuesday at 11:00 in SU 1. 
Stephen Baldwin if from Boston 
and attended Gallaudet College in 
Washington, D.C., the University of 
Wisconsin in Milwaukee, California 
Puosto': 
Playright Steven Baldwin teaches sign languaqe-
State University in Northridge,' and 
Bridgewater State College. He has a 
B.A. degree in Early American 
History and a M.A degree in the 
Education of the Deaf and 
Rehabilitation. He has received 
many awards and he has had many 
of his writings and works published. 
Stephen is also a part-time graduate 
student. 
'1 would like to get an M.A aegree 
in the field of theatre,". he 
commented. 
The community theatre for the 
deaf is in its b~ginning across the 
:ou.1try. All are welcome to attend 
this production because much 
support is needed. 
Alcohol is addictive 
The annual election for OASIS This is the second in a series of publicity and. visibility of definitiv.e affected through his or her abuse ot 
was held on Tuesday, April 17. The articles written by the staff at statistics and facts, physio\og1ca\ alcohol, as was found in a recent 
'~~rh~:;~;::~~!n:f~~~~t~f~~~~~~~~6~if:SjSf~~~~f~~d;· ,:~s~~:ti~~~6i:ru~~~~af~~lt~stb~~k~;~"~~rl···' tetl"'ii:<t~~~/~;e 
Gillespie, Vice President, and counseling services,' many ~f the res2.l!r~es in t~e ar~C\, w,..ere '!~taUy potential alcoholics by answering a 
Lauren Bennett as Secretary- clients, either themselves or their needed. Therefore, the following few s imp Ie que s t io n s. J" h e 
Treasurer. OASIS holds its family members are involved in information is 'not meant to scare, University of Tennessee, College of 
meetings on Tuesduys at 11:00. Any situations where' excessive alcohol but is meant to stimulate individual Medicine suggests people to ask 
students are invited to attend the consumption is occuring. From this thinking and appropriate decision, themselves: (this is a sample of 
meetings. experience, the staff has agreed t~~t making. appropriate questions.) 
ALCOHOLlSM ... the number 1) Is the desire to drink frequent? 
one drug problem in the United 2) Is there a need for alcohol at a 
States, .. the documented third certain time of day, with the 
highest prevalent cause of death. emphasis on the word 'need'? 
(Number one being cancer, and 3) Is there disappointment when 
'two, heart disease). There are two drinks are not served? . 
Reception to be Held 
, , . '
On Monday 
evening, May 7, at 7:00 p.m.; .the 
Clement C. Maxwell. Library will 
host a reception for one of 
America's premier seascape artists, 
J9s~ph,;R}::prish.~hose works are 
,c1fr:ren~ly"pl).,exllibit il1 the pbrary. 
All students and staff are invited 
to attend this reception, says Dr. 
Owen McGowan, Librarian. 
A total of 25 paintings depicting 
the era' of the "great clipper ships'" 
are now 9n display in the Library, 
and will remain through the end of 
May. 
Mr. Corish's works have hung in 
major museums all over the world. 
and he has been hailed by critics for 
his talent. 
LArlist~?seph Corish~t works on on~,ofhis "great dipper ship" paintings. Mr COrlshat's Paintings will be on 
exhibit in the Library through the end of May. ' 
, 
hundred and twenty million people 4} Is drinking used to relieve 
living in the United States today. tension, discomfort, or phYSical 
Out of that two hundred and twenty or psychological diffieulties? 
million--one hundred· million 5) Is the.re preoccupation with 
consume alcohol--(36 million could having a supply of alcohol always 
be potential' alcoholics)--but 12 on h~nd? 
million are judged to be,. according Affirmative answers to any of 
to this definition... 'these questions may make the 
·,if the continuing drinker want to think about his/her' 
consumption of alcohol causes, approach to alcohol. 
continuing problems in any' There are presently 14,511 people 
department of his/her life. living in the town of Bridgewater. 
Homocide, is an alcohol relai<-,~ Out of this population, 123 people 
crime, ,child abuse, wife-beating, haver-ad difficulties with alcohol 
husband' abuse and suicide are and have sought help in the year 
frequently associated with 1977:1~78. (This information came 
excessive drinking. Alcohol abuse from one a.gency in Brockton, and 
can account for 25,000 highway does not, .include . persons who 
deaths each year. The abuse of recebed help from other 
aleo hoI also pre'sents law agencies, or those who did not seek 
enforcement problems, for 31% of he,1p.) .' . 
all arrests in the United States are If you feel that you personally 
for public drunkeness. have difficulty with alcohol, and 
Alcrhol, when abused over long would like help and/or information, 
periods of time is very destructive to please contact 697-8111, Puosto's 
the body. It can lead to what is Hotline in Brid~water, trained 
known as Korsakoff's ,l5yndrome, volunteer hotline st::lff can .giveyou 
Irreversible. brain damag.§!,.cirrhosis' information regalding alcohol 
of the liver, heart trouble, stomach consumption, counscling and detox 
problems, and kidney dysfunction. facilities, and places alld times of AA 
It is a drug that through excessive meetings., A vast number of 
use, can destroy every vital organ in comprehensive mettal health 
the body. Some Psychologists call agen:cies in thegrea:te· Brockton 
this continuing abuse of alcohol, area~ serVe as a 'su~port, and 
"suicide by the ounces." resource network for tho~ persons 
Alcohol is an addictive drug, who have arrived at the point of 
·physically and emotionally--the (\sking for, and acknowled~ing that 
alcoholic is very much dependent ley need, assistance .. 
upon thesu'\::lstance. As many other 
addictive drugs, the destruction is 
not only physical but has rl'~' o'tll·n· e"· 
devastating effe~ts on social ' .:. ~;::!~~ Fa~r 1::f-'fZu7s~~c.::~~ 697t8111·· . 
other " ,p~ople who, ...• ~~. ,,~.i~:~str~"i·:;:~';.:,.F:;:·i'~:~:{';il;" ,. :'i", 
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The Mother Box: 
AngieBaby 
by Bob Buckley . 
Bad taste should not, strictly speaking, be grist for this particular mill. 
Especially because of the flagrant flouting of decorum on television is 
pretty much second nature by now. But an incident that occured a week 
or so ago on The Tonight Show is so appalling, so degrading, and so 
demanding of comment--and fits so nicely with our topic of the past few 
weeks ... That this week we'll bend the rule a bit. 
Which, ir. a rather roustabout way, brings us to this week's revelation 
of Truth in Our Times: a blonde cupcake named Angie Dickenson, who 
used to disport herself weekly on the N.B.C. series Police Woman. 
Describing Ms. Dickenson (and vis·a-vis her stint on the Tonight 
Show) is like cataloguing mist. She is more vacuity tJ:1an substance. Her 
appearance, in context to that of Suzzanne Sommers, Meredith 
McCrea, Susan Anton, and Cheryl Ladd could best be described as the 
"Chinese Waiter Look": they all look so much alike, it's' tough to tell 
which one stiffed you for the Moo Goo Gai Pan. Ms. Dickenson has that 
look. The look of no look at all. She has stylish blonde hair, nice legs, a 
baby· fat face with cheeks like a hamster storing nuts for the winter. 
She is also, to borrow a phrase from a close friend Donna Mechini, a 
mega·whimp. An air-head to you. In the twenty minute segment she did 
with Johnny she displayed absolutely no intelligenc-e whatsoever. 
Nothing new for the Tonight Show of course. A young lady of my 
acquaintance, who sat beside me during the show, fO'u~d my intention of 
devoting this column to Angie Dickenson akin to killing a gnat!with a 
battleship. That's probably true, and I wouldn't even bother except for a 
little piece 'of news that I read in The Boston Globe not too long ago. 
The college boards have released their annual report on board scores, 
and the results are frightening. S.A.T. scores for students entering 
college next year are down 18% from last year. The average S.A.T. score 
for this year lelle!ed in somewhere around 390-410, which means that 
students are emerging from our much·vaunted school system little 
better than illiterates. . 
What, you may well ask, does that have to do with Angie Dickenson 
and her performance on the Tonight Show? Well, Angie is, for better or 
worse, a role·model for the young. She is a successful actress (albiet of 
limited talent), she's pretty, she's rich, and lives a lifestyle that can't help 
but be appealing to young people~ 
. And how does she handle this responsibility? 
Quite frankly she blew it. From the very. first minute. She blew it and so 
did Carson, for that matter. Just prior to her coming on stage, Johnny 
had described her as "a gifted actress, a11 incredibly intelligent woman of 
various interests, and a very warm, charming woman;'" From this 
. ,.preamble,and-~ome.i>re·c:onceive.dnotionsofM~hDic'ken$ont,· (I've, 
secretly lusted after her for years) I figured there might be some lively 
discussion here. Wrong. 
She came on, dressed in her "white mood" (and anyone who has ever. 
caught her Martini ana Rossi spot knows what a joke that i:i) with a 
bouquet of flowers clutched in her hand. After Johnny had praised her 
on her loveliness, the first words out of her mout~' were '1 feel very spring 
today.H [sic] Then she spoke for fifteen minutes on weeding her S!arden. 
Unbelievable. 
Now ~y point is this: here we have a graduating class who, across the 
board, are less intelligent than those who have come before them,. I feeJ 
one of the reasons for this is epitomised by Ms. DickeDson's 
performance. She could have used the time to speak about being an 
actress ("sense of space" or "relating to character" or any of· the 
pseudopsychological stuff we actors love 50 much) But she didn't. Aqd 
Carson, who had notes on her in front of him', didn't make an attempt to 
stir the conversation~ He just sat there drumming his pencil while ShEi 
rambled on and on. -
The impression qne got was that if Angie ever got a cogent thoughtin' . 
her head it would be like consigning it to a coventry. To proffer this image" 
to young girls who are about to inherit thjs increasingly complex .and 
complicated world borders on the criminal. It leaves them with a Suzy 
Sparkle' View of the world that tells women that they are or shoutd be 
content little home makers. Unpaid maids with f******g privileges (take 
that Culture Editor). 
And what does this pottend for the future? What indeed! 
Rock at 25%: 
Program Committee: 
Parlez-vous? 
The Program Committee is 
sponsoring a trip to Montreal, 
Canada, the Cosmopolitan City, 
May 11·13, 1979. There will be bus 
transportation to and from the city, 
and two night's accomodation at the 
Holiday Inn in downtown Montreal, 
complete with indoor swimming 
pool. 
The elegant decor of the Holiday 
Inn's 500 air-conditioned guest 
rooms is just one of the: ways the 
Montreal Downtown Holiday Inn 
offers the utmost in comfort and 
convenience. There is a 
complimentary indoor swimming 
pool, sauna baths, color TV in every 
room, fine restaurants and lounges, 
great live entertainment and much 
more. Visitors to the Downtown 
Holiday Inn are only a few minutes 
by foot or Metro from the city's 
major tourist and commercial 
centers. Relive the history by 
exploring "Old Montreal," view the 
metropolis from famous Mount 
Royal, or shop the continent's most 
fashionable boutiques. The Holiday 
Inn is at the center of things, in 
Canada's Cosmopolitan City. 
The prices are $43.00 for a quad; 
$48.00 for a triple; and $55.00 for a 
double--al~ prices per person. 
In order for this tnp to take place, 
3S people must sign up by 
Wednesday May 9 at 2:00 p.m. 
Come into the S.U. Director's office 
for sign-ups and details. 
Bike Race 
The 4th Annual Bike Race at BSC 
will be held at 1:00 p.m., Saturday, 
May 10,1979. The race wilJ begin in 
front of the Student Union. The 
..rules aLe as follows: 
There will be three races·-those 
with 10 speed bikes will make up one 
race, 3 and 5 speed bikes will make 
up the second, and a relay race will 
hethe-third-
2)Each team for the relay race' 
must have two boy!'; and two girls. 
3) 10 speed bikes will race Slaps, 3 
and 5 speed bikes will race 3 laps, 
and the relay race will be 8 laps long 
with each person going 2 laps. 
4)First and second place winners 
will be picked for the speed races 
with one group prize for the winning 
team of the relay race. 
5)There must be NO avoidable 
contact with the other racers. 
6) You. may pass on the outside 
only. 
Trophies will be supplied by the 
Schlitz Beer Company. 
. Boston Ballet 
A smorgasbord of style, color and 
sound marks the end of the Boston 
Ballet's successful 15th season 
s~bscription series. The seasOn's 
finale features the great art of the 
established masters along with the 
Pando Company In association With Rayberl ProeJuGtions presents "" 
BaSI/RIDeR 






PETER FONDA • DENNIS HoppER 
JACK NICHOLSON 
dire-::ted by Dennis Hopper. written by Peter Fonda. DenniS Hopper. and Terry Southern. 
produced by Peter Fonda, Executive Producer Bert Schneider 
CAN.NES FILM FESTIVAL WINNER 
"BEST FILM by a NEW DIRECTOR" 
an rbc films presentation 
Easy Rider will be shown in the S.U. Aud. at 6:30 p.m. on Sunday, May 6; 
and at 3:00 p.m. on Monday May 7. Admission is $.7Q BSe, $1.25 public. 
exuberance of celebrated 
contemporaries in four perform-
mances at the Music Hall, May 17·19 
at 8 p.m. and May 20 at 2:30. 
Wednesday's Class .. An 
American premiere! Directors 
Kristen Ralov and Fredbjorn 
.Biornsson of the· Royal Dal1ish 
Ballet are choreographing 
Bournonville's famous Wednes· 
day's Class for us in celebration of' 
his 100th anniversary. 
Cuibono~-A new ballet by 
resident choreogn}pner Ron 
Cunningham set to a demanding 
score by Bartok. A world premiere! 
Serenade-·A stunning ballet by 
the world's greatest living 
choreographer, George Balanchine. 
The music is by Tchaikovsky. 
Trio .. Tom Pizik's explosive Trio 
is enhanced by the mU5ic of Bach. 
An audience favorite from the 1978 
Choreographer's Showcase. 
Tickets are available at astude'nt 
discount rate in the Student Union 
Information Booth. 
Up_coming .Events 
The Program Committee ist 
sponsoring several events between 
now and the end of school. To give 
you an idea of what's happening and 
what to look for, here they are: 
Enjoy the various artwork by 
members of WEB (Women 
Exhibiting in Boston) on display in 
the Student Union Art Gallery on 
the top floor of the Student Union . 
Admission is free, and there is no 
age limit to come' and . view this 
pleasing artwork. 
Thursday, May 3, from 7·11 p.m. 
there will be a salute to women 
entertainers in the Formal Dining 
Room. Robin Pearl from WBIM will 
be playing the selections. There is ' 
no charge to enjoy this evening of 
music. . 
Easy Rider, a social commentary, 
will be shown in the S.U. 
. . Demonstration Room at 6:30 p.m. 
on Sunday, May 6; and at 3:00 p.m. 
on Monday, May 7. Admission IS 
only $.75with a B.S.C. 10 and $1.25 
for the public. 
Disco and dance in the Rat on 
Wednesday, May 9.·If that's not. 
your oag, there is a reggae band, 
Loose Cab60se.i~, the S.U., 
Ballroomon.Satutday;·May 12. To 
top it off,asqfim\l fling, there will be 
a band in the Rat oriFridaY,May 18. 
The band' will be announced at a 
later date. 
Reviews News, New Music. 
by Joe McDonald '~-, Van Halen and Aerosmith. American music, government and Desolation Angels. Th~ band' has different from any "punk" rock 
Although the promoters figure The Doobie Brothers have Ray Charles. It just goes to show mellowed out and drags songs out at album to date. The musical styles of 
that they lost an estimated $220,000, reverted back to a four-piece band that 200 years ago we proved to the an unbelievable rate. Maybe Ralphs this trio range from hard rock to 
the first annual California World as guitarist Jeff Baxter and English that we were number 1 and should have stayed with Matt. mellow ('() ballads to country.and 
Music Festival has been termed a drummer John Hartman have history has repeated itself. No Wave is a fine collection ot western style tunes. The album 15 an 
success. The two·day event, held returned. Current line-up is Mike E.L.O.'s soon to be released . songs by some of the best "'new example of some of the best of the 
April t andB drew an approximate McDonald--keyboards; Pat Simons· album' will be entitled Discovery. wave" artisits. Best cuts are "new.wave" sound.. . 
106,000 (roughly 45,000 on Sat. and -guitar; Tiran. Porter--bass; Keith Actual release date is unknown. Squeeze's Take Me I'm Yours, and Most peopleknowSuzl Quatro 
61,000 on Sun.), "Mudsen--drums. Little River' Band's bassist, George the Police's Roxanne. Other groups only as Leather Tuscadero on 
The concert held at the L.A. Rolling Stone's guitarist Keith McArdle, has left the band, given include the Stranglers, the Secret, Happy Days. But long befo:e she 
Coliseum, start~d off Saturday with Richards was scheduled to have away all his money and has headed the Dickies, Joe Jackson ~an Elvis took the role o~ ~hat Insane 
a local band called Loosely Tight. played two shows last week at the for an Australian Bible school. Pink Costello sound alike), and Klar~ character~ she was su~~tngrock ~nd . 
They.were followed up by· the Oshawa Civic Auditorium. The Floyd's new album, TheWall,wiUbe Kent. Oddly enough, the-albt,lm IS roll.lfYou.KnewSuzllsacolle<:tlon 
Fabulous Poodles,-Toto, R.E.O. concert was to fulfill the probation produced by Alice Cooper veteran on A and N records; the company of some fine rock ~nd roll mt.xed 
Speedwagon and the Outlaws. terms that he received . last year Bob Ezrin. Does that meanthat the that bounced the Sex Pistols off the with ballads. Interestmgreworkl~gs 
Cheap Trick'appeared amid strobe when he pleaded guilty to a heroin Floyd's new single will be Billion label \n 1977. Maybe they h'7ve of T?m ~etty's' Breakdown, Rlc.k 
lights and dosed-circuit TV screens. possession charge. The shows will ' Dollar Ummagumma b/w Dark finally realized that they ~hould pick DerrInger s Rockand R,?U,Ho?tchre 
Lead guitarist surprised the crowd benefit the Canadian National Side 0/ the Muscle o/Love? up on the "punk" trend In musIc. K 0 0, and the Kin k s· So 
by handing a $700 guitar to them. Institute fortneBlind.Scalpers were Bad Company guitarist Mick New Wave music certainly has Tired highlight this record. Most 
Ted Nugent sounded out Saturclay getting upwards of $500 for tickets. Ralp'hs was at hi~ best when he was been' gaining popularityrecen~ly, attempts by women a~ 90<?d' tock 
night's show which was followed by Rolling Stone reports that Elvis playmg the guitar for Mott ,the and just recently another Enghsh and roll have usually fatled (I.e: The 
a laser and fireworks display. Costello was beaten up recently by Hoople_ He left the group to play group h?"s lumped the band wagon. Runaw.ays); but this record soars. 
ay:s concert featured Head members of Stephen Stills' road stronger r~c~ and rolL w~n, after The group, The Police, have just 
E(.))'~.;!1:30()mtown Rats, April crew. Apparently Elvis was making three. brIlliant albums, Bad ,;releasedtheir~debutalbum:~~tith::cl,i 




The Bridgewater-Raynham Jazz 
Ensemble will perform at a special 
young adult program at the 
Bridgewater Public Library on 
Wednesday, May 9th at 7:30 P.M. 
The Jazz Ensemble, under the 
direction of Paul Peterson, entered 
it's first Stage Band Competition 
last February and won first place in 
that competition sponsored by the 
Dartmouth High School Music 
Department. 
Music from the Big Band era, 
including selections from Duke 
Ellington, Count Basie, Stan Kenton 
and, Maynard Ferguson will' be 
performed. Other selections will be 
Scott's Place, Send in the Clowns, 
Pegasus, Don't Let the Sun Go 
Down On Me, Tribute'to the Duke, 
Got to Get You into My Life, Stevie 
Wonder Medley, Here Com~s thqt 
Rainy Day. and others.. . 
Members of the Jazz Ensemble 
include on saxaphone: Michael 
Cardarelli, David Vieira, Tracy 
Phillips, Theodore Lamson, Martha 
Kilbridge, and Robert Malatesta; on 
trumpet: J. Michael Parker, Chris 
Mish, Tad Largey, Steven Shirosky, 
Andrew NiTes, and Gunther 
Hoffmannn; on trombone: David 
Niles, Matthew Lombardi, Andrew 
Thomas, and~ Brad Carr; on tuba: 
John Deasey; on drums: Eric Gray 
and Peter Vieira; on bass:' Joel 
Weinrebe and Mark Schneider; on 
guitar: Ralph Whitney; on congas: 
Gregory Michaud; and on piano: 
John Opferkuch. 
The public is cordially invited to 
attend this free musical program. 
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Outside Bridgewater/Brockton 
Current--Death of a Salesman will be at Trinity Square Repertory 
Company in the upstairs theatre until May 6. Tickets are on sale at the 
theatre box office, 201 Washington Street, Providence, R.I. For ticket 
reservations and further information, call the box office at (401) 351-
4242. 
Current--A Doll's House by Henrik Ibsen will be at the New England 
Repertory Theatre in Worcester· 'until May 6. Performances are 
Thursdays, Fridays, and Saturdays at 8:00 p.m., and Sundays at 2:00 
p.m. The New England Repertory Theatre is located at the corner of 
Oxford and Chatham Streets in the historic Crown Hill district near 
downtown Worcester. Tickets are $3.50-$5.00. For more information, 
call (617) 798-8685. 
Current--Dracula will be at the Colonial Theatre,106 Boylston 
Street, Boston through May 13. Performances are Tuesday through 
Saturday evenings at 8:00 p.m., Wednesday and Saturday matinees at 
2:00 p.m., and Sunday matinees at 3:00 p.m. 
Current--Who's Afraid o/Virginia Wool/? will be at Trinity Square 
in the Downstairs Theatre until June 3. Tickets are: Saturdays at 8 p.m., 
$8.00; Fridays at8 p.m., $7.00; Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Thursdays, and 
Sundays at 8 p.m., $6.50; Wednesdays. Saturdays, and Sundays at 2 
p.m., $5.00. Student rush tickets are available ~-hour before the 
performances at the box office at 201 Washington Street, Providence, 
R.I. For ticket reservations and further information, call the box office at 
(401) 351-4242. . 
Current--Lewis W. Hine, 1874-1940: Ph9tographer of the 
Human Condition, an exhibition of 220 original photographs by the 
great American documentary photographer, will be on view at the 
Museum of Fine Arts in Boston until June 3. For further information or 
photographs, please ca11267·93oo, ext. 445. 
Current-,:,CQlorful·three-piece silk and velvet suits and/eathered tri- ' 
cornered hats are but a few of th-: highlights in the Boston Museum of 
Fine Arts; superb exhibition The Well-Dressed 18th Century Man 
until September 2nd. For more information, please call Shawn MeG ivern 
or Mollie Bell at 267·9300, ext. 445 or 446. 
May 3, 4, 5--Medea, a· world premier opera composed and 
:onduded by Ray Luke, will be at the New England Conservatory Opera 
Theatre, 264 Huntington Avenue, Boston, at 8:00 p.m. Tickets are $5.00 
($3.00 for students and senior citizens). For more information, call the 
Jordan Hall Box Office at 536-2412. 
May 5--Dance -Variations, Program II will be performed at the 
Hotel Bradford Ballroom in Boston at 8:30 p.m. Tickets are $4.50. For 
further information and reservations. call 547-2541. 
May 7--The NEC Repertory Orchestra, conducted by Richard 
Pittman assisted by two student conductors, will include Mozart. 
Symphony No. 38; Tchaikovsky, Romeo and Juliet; and works by Van 
Weber and Stravinsky in their concert at 8:00p.m. in Jordan Hall at the 
New England Conservatory of Music in Boston. Admission is free. For 
more information, call the Jordan· Hall Box Office at 536-2412. 
May 8--Ensembles from the Chamber Music Department will 
perform a selection of chamber pieces at 8:00p.m. in JordanHall, N. E. 
Conservatory. Admission is free. For more information, call 536-2412. 
May 9--Lorna Cooke de Varon will conduct the Boston premice of 
several chorus pieces, including music by Seymore Shifrin, Elliott 
Carter. and Berloiz in Jordan Hall, N. E. Conservatory, Boston at 
8:00p.m. Admission is free. For more information, call 536-2412. 
May 11, 12--The Hartford Ballet will perform in Dance/New 
England 79 at 8:30p.m. at the Boston University Theatre. Tickets are 
$6.00 and $7.00 each. For more information. call 547·254L 
May 11, 12, 13--The Boston Crafts Expo will be open at the 
Commonwealth Pier Exhibition Hall, Northern Avenue, Boston. The 
show will be open on the 11th from noon to 10 p.m., the 12th from 10 a.m. 
to 10 p.m., and the 13th from 10 a,m. to 8 p.m. Admission is $2.00, 
children under 10 are free with parents. Group rates are available for 
groups of 20 or more by contacting Rudy Kowalczyk at (203)224-8388. 
For other show information .. contact the C9mmonwealth pier E.xhibition 
Hall at 542-8828. 
May 19--Dance Variation, Program III will be performed at the 
Hotel Bradford Ballroom at 8:30p.m. as part of Dance/New England '79. 
Tickets are $4.50 each. For more information, call 547-2541. 
May 19.June 24·-A Phoenix Too Frequent will be playing at the 
New England Repertory Theatre in Worcester. Tickets are Friday and 
Saturday (8 p.m.) $5.00, Thursday (8 p.m.) and Sunday (2 p.m.) $3.50. 
Call 798-8685 for reservations and more information. 
Bridgewater/Brockton 
May 3, 4, 5--A Midsummer Night's Dream by William Shakespeare 
will be performed in the Student Union Auditorium at 8:00 p.m. Tickets 
are $1.50 BSC, $2.50 public. For more information or reservations, call 
697-8321, ext. '213. Presentea by the B.S.C. Ensemble Theatre. 
May, G--The Jubilate Chorale will present Mozarts' Requiem at 
3:00p.m. at West Junior High School in Brockton. Admission is $2.00; 
$1.00 for students and senior citizens. Tickets are available at the door. 
M~y 6, 7 --Easy Rider will be shown in the S.U. Demonstration Room 
at 6:30 p.m. on the 6th, and at 3:00 p.m. on the 7th. Tickets are $.75 BSC, 
$1.25 public. Sponsored byS.U.P.C. 
May 9--The Bridgewater-Raynham Jazz Ensemble will perform 
Big Band and popular selections in a concert. at the Bridgewater Public 
Library at 7:30p,m. Admission is free, ' 
May 11--The Bridgewater State College Choral Society presents its 
annual Spring Concert at 8:00 p.m. in the Student Union Auditorium. 




The Jubilate Chorale will present 
Mozart's Requiem on Sunday May 
6, 1979 at 3:00 in the afternoon in the 
auditorium of West Junior High 
School in Brockton. The Requiem, 
composed shortlY before Mozart's 
death in 1791, is an impressive work 
performed by full chorus, solo 
quartet, and orchestra. 
Nc:ct tiJnc yOU'}'(, ill Mexico, Htop hll (lnd /'isit tIl<' Cuc/'/'o /illn'ic({ in 1f'l]ui/(I. 
Since 1795 we've welcomed 
our gues~~ with our best. 
A trambonal taste of . 
Soloists (rom a wide geographical 
area auditioned for the opportunity 
to sing in this performance of the 
Requiem. Selected as soprano 
soloist is Victoria Reiche, a senior at 
Boston University School of Music. 
Contralto Margaret Carver of 
South Yarmouth is well known in 
the Brockton area as former soloist 
at the Porter Congregational 
Church· of Brockton and for her 
work in musical comedy 
productions in the area. ' 
Cuervo Gold. . 
Tenor soloist Henry Lussier is a 
member and frequent soloist with 
the John Oliver Chorale and the 
Boston Symphony Orchestra's 
Tanglewood Festival Chorus. Paul 
Visitors to Cuervo have always been Rahmeier, bass, has extensive 
experience as a soloist in Chicago, greeted in a special way. St. Louis, Oberlin, eastern New 
, They're met at the gates and invited inside to expe .. t,i- Jersey, Hanover, N.H., and noW in 
Boston; 
ence the unique taste of Cuervo Gold..· Theodore DaVidovich, musical 
. This is the way w~ 've said ~~welcome "for nwre than 180 director of the Jubilate Chorale and 
G ld ' l'F Choral Director at Bridgewater years. And it is as traditional as Cue'fVO 0 ttse u· State College, predicts an exciting 
For this dedication to tradition is what makes Cuervo concert on May 6th. In addition to 
Gold truly special. Neat, on the rocks, with a splash of soda, f~~l~:~Ui~~;~~\~O~~~s~~~~~~~ 
in a perfect Sunrise or Margarita, Cuervo Gold will bring Lundvik,and Stoughton composer 
you back tQ a time when quality ruled the world. ROf~: ~~I~¢rlis open totQe pubJjc~ 
. G ld d .~. · 1195 Tickets are availab(eat the .cloodor Cuervo. The ,. . o.stan· aru smce, .. •... .$2.bO,>~tudelJt~~~d~enior'citizens 
"'-__________ ..... cu ERVO ESPECIAL,.R) TEQUILA. 8d PROOF I MPORTE'O ~Nb SBTT1EDBY@19'7s'H'El.J'BLI;IN.we.,'HARTFORD; CONN: ~..:..;.;.;.~~~..;.:..",...:.:..;.~.;....;...;;~' ,,$1;~~, ., .. .. 
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A Midsulllmer lVight's 1)reom 
1HESEUS .......... Matthew Reilley 
HIPPOL YT A . .. Jennifer A. Sheppard 
HERMIA . ..... ' ............... Michele M. Pecoraro 
DEMETRIUS . ................... John D. Richards 
LYSANDER ........... .'~ ........... Tom Sulli~an 
by William Shakespeare 
Directed by Stephen Levine 
5, 
Student 
. Union . 
Auditorium 
$1.50 BSe Faculty, . ,Staff, Students 
", 
I -f. .~ 
PH1LOSTRATE ...... Mark R. Lewis 
EGEUS . ..... Richard W. Camuso, Jr. 
HELENA ........................ Julie Beth Hayes 
QUINCE ............................ Craig Truax 
BOTTOM ...................... Donald S. Capen 
STARVELING ............................ , ... Stephen V. Gormley MOTH ............... : ... ' ..•............ <, ••••• Cheryl Marie Potvin 
OBERON . ..................... " ................... Randall Doyle PEASEBLOSSOM ....... : .......... ' ............. Jodee Lynn Vicari 
TITANIA ............................................. Lisa Caron MUSTARDSEED .................................. Julie E. Glauben 
FLUTE ..... 'Bradford Craven 
SNOUT ... Richard A. Putney 
SNUG .......... Paul Healy 
PUCK . ....... ~ .... Mary Pio 
~ 
COBWEB ......... Lori Pender' INDIAN BOY . .. ' .... Elia Levine· 
RACking Them Up~ 
Energy 
Savers 
by Robert A. Cote 
It's no secret that power costs are high, or "astronomicar to' use a 
cliche. As a matter of fact, when I talked to the consulting firm of Mo, 
Larry, and Curly, they told me that they had several suggestions for 
alternate energy sources under consideration for B.S.C. alone. You, of 
course, recall that this company is responsible for such ingenious 
ideas as the route 104, Summer !:it. intersection between Pope Hall and 
the Mobil Station the reorganization of the State College System. the ~~now and green stripes on the ~a~lls 0f the Student Union, and the' 
. budgetmg procedure for the S.G.A. s Ways and Means Committee. 
Among the energy proposals being mulled over is the Student Union 
Nuclear Reactor. This proposal is expected to use existing or soon to be 
erected structures for its components. "'Nod" and the new 
sculpture,"Alight", will be used as cooling systems while the actual 
reactor, steam generated, and turbines will be located in the Rathskellar 
because no one goes there anymore. There is of course some light 
opposition to this proposal. Some people however, such as Jim Calnan, 
Reactor Coordinator, believe that when they experience the drop in 
dorm fees and tuition they will see the light. 
Another novel energy saving thought is the Choral Society pin wheel 
generators. The pinwheels would be connected to small generators; as 
the group sang the air from their mouths would turn the pinwheels, 
thereby generating enough electricity to light and heat their practice . 
room. 
One idea which is considered the easiest and most practical is the 
installation of panals of photo-voltaic cells in the Quadrangle and on top 
of the buildings. According to the proposer of this idea, the real beauty of 
this plan is the fact that when it is cloudy or night sunlamps may be 
focused on the panals, thereby still generating electricity. 
One proposal which was considered and dropped was tidal power. 
Actually, small turbines would be hooked up to each shower drain and 
toilet- when a shower was used or atoilet flushed the resulting flow would 
spin the turbines, generating enough electricity to light up the shower 
and toilet stalls. This· proposal was dropped because many people may 
regard electricity generated in such a manner unsanitary· and not fit for 
human use. 
These few energy-producing ideas are but a few under consideration. 
Among them- using the heat from commuters' cars parked in the Hill lot-
Joggers tread mills and of course the most practical of all, Administrative 
ht"lt :>,;r tn ho:<t hlli1rlinm; 
"Alive and Well" 
The Action Center for Women is 
alive and well and planning busily for 
not only next fall but,Women's 
Week as well. . 
We meet every Thursday at 11:00 
a.m. for discussion and planning in 
the center in the· Student Union 
next to the Rathskellar. All campus 
women are welcome to become 
involved in whatever manner most 
comfortable to;(th~m.:- ;;:;. ., 
The W6it.l~"s';.Ge'i1f~r ;~~$ p~ 
sponsoring with the SGA a women 
Health Issue Workshop to be held 
during Womens Week 1,2,3. The 
workshop will consist of a film, 
laking our bodies back ... · and a 
discussion facilitated by women 
from the Boston Womens Health 
Book collective authors of the book, 
Our Bodies, Ourselves. The 
workshop will be' helti on 
Wednesday, May 2 at 7 p.m. in the 
formal dining room of the Student 
Union. 
The ACW will also be sponsoring 
a Rape WO,rdshop featuring Joan 
Proffitt from Brockton Rape Crisis 
C~nter speaking on thepsycoo-' 
social implications of rape. The 
workshop will. be held on 
Wednesday, May 2 at 2:00 p.m. in 
room 205-207 ofthe Student Union. 
An open house will be held on 
Thursday, May 3 from 11:00 a.m. to 
1:00 p.m. jn the Womens Center. 
Refreshmants will be served. The 
Women's Center membership will 
beavailabl-e to answer any 
questions. Faculity, students and 
the comm4l1ity are invitedto attend. 
All functions sponored above are 
free of charge. 
The - Women's Center held 
elections of officers on Tuesday, 
April 24. The officers -elected were 
Linda Robbins, president: Susan 
Verge, vice-president: Elva Hayner, 
secretary: and Dana Mainwaring as 
treasurer. The Women's - Center 
holds meetings on Thursday at the 
women's center across from the 
Rathskellar. The members of the 
Women's Center wish to thank all 
the people who have helped to get 
the Women's Center back on its 
feet. 
IIOIIDIY IIIGHT DRIIiKS $1.2& 
DISCO .. DISCO-DISCO! ! 
MOil DAY IIIG"T FEV.ER 
With DIIO end the DISCO L1aRYS 
Continuous music "lIIId.ncing all night long. Dance conlest Monday· 
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Educator Visited BSC 
by Sue Asci 
Jose Campos is the Director for 
Educational Affairs of the 
Association of Universities(9) of the 
state of Rio Grande Dosul. He's 
from Southern Brazil and had spent 
fifteen years as a professional 
journalist before working for the 
educational system. 
i work with the Presidents of 
Universities, and teach graduate 
courses in structure and 
administration of Brazilian 
education, and comparative studies 
in education,H Dr. Campos said. 
He-came to the U.S. on February 
18th for a trip lasting lOOdays, 
visiting Fitchburg State College, 
Bridgewater State College, 
Univerity of Louisiana and the 
University of Arkansas. He received 
.j.~ .... ., v.isited classes and gave j~£~ures. s hoping to get a broad 
view of the country. The students in 
Dr. Adamson's International 
Relations course enjoyed a lecture 
from Dr. Campos. 
"1 think Bridgewater State is a 
very outstanding college. I asked to 
come here," Dr. Campos 
commented. '1 had the best 
impression of the student body at 
BSe. I talked to them and lived in 
the dormitory. I think the student 
body has a very nice attitude!' 
Dr. Campos planned to use the 
information he gained in teaching 
Jose Affairs ot the Associanon at 
Universities of Rio Grande Dosul, visited BSe . 
his classes. 
"1 also report to our office of 
education and give suggestions on 
how we can improve our system, H 
he explained. I am very much 
interested in talking with professors 
about curriculum for different 
master's degree programs, methods 
of teaching, and college services.H 
Dr. Campos' organization in 
Brazil has a permanent program 
with the Center for International 
Education at Buzzard's Bay. In 
1975, Chancellor James Hammond, 
Dr. Lewnard Savignano, and Dr. 
Walter Adamson went to Brazil by 
invitation to consolidate the 
program. 
l"he education system in 
Brazil (in higher education) is similar 
to that in of the U.S. Our secondary 
and elementary systems are coming 
closer to yours, H Dr. Campos said. 
'We hope to have students and 
professors going to Brazil as we 
wish to bring some Brazilians to 
Massachusetts. ,. 
Dr. Campos enjoyed his visit with 
President Rondileau who has been 
to Brazil and speaks fluent 
Portugese. 
"1 am very grateful to President· 
Rondileau for the warm welcome 
that my wife and myself received at 
this campus," Dr. Campos said. I'd 
also like to extend thanks to; Dr .. -. 
Deasy, Dr. Mogilnicki, Dr. 
McGowan, Dr. Adamson, and the 
college newspaper." 






$ ONE WAY BUDGET 
OR 
STANDBY FARE 
$163 ONE WAY BUDGETOR STANDBY FARE 
ARRIVE AT ONE CITY, LEAVE FROM ANOTHER 
Beginning June 1, Braniff will have Non-stop 747 service to Paris, Amsterdam, and 
Frankfurt, and Non-stop DC-8-62 flights to Brussels from Boston. You can fly Non-stop to 
anyone of these cities and return from any of the four cities. Just add the two one-way 
fares for your round trip fare. 
BUDGET FARE-YOU GET A RESERVED SEAT. 
Purchase your ticket at least 21 days in advance. You pick the week and at least 7 days 
before that week, Braniff tells you the day and reserves your seat. Budget fares apply to 
some 40 cities. You fly Braniff to Boston then, without changing terminals, you connect to 
the Braniff transatlantic flight. . 
STANDBY FARE 
You standby at Boston's International Terminal. You are listed in order of check-in on the 
day of your flight. Standby passengers will be given all seats remaining after passengers 
with confirmou reservations are boarded. 
PURCHAS~ YOUR RO-UNO TRIP TICKET IN THE U.S.A. 
Budget and standby fare tickets for return flights from Paris and Frankfurt must be' 
purchased in the United States before departure. For Budget and Standby ti~ketingi 
call yourTravel Agent or Braniff. 
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HUMOR 
Jimbo Bradley's Nasty Comment: 
The Lindmard 
Report 
It has otten been said that we humans are creatures of habit, 
performing the same duties over and over, again and again, day in and 
day out. Researchers at Lindmard University in Poughkeepsie,N.Y., 
have recently released a report on this phenomenom. After years of 
study, they have come up with some interesting facts about habitual 
human behavior. 
A survey of college students across the country revealed something 
very peculiar among males. When defecating, male students would use 
one particular "'favorite'" stall. They also returned to a "favorite" stall to 
vomit, although they never vomited in the same stall in which they 
defecated. One student even returned to the same stall, at the same time 
every day! I guess he was a ":regular" guy. 
The study also found some people who had very unique habits. 
Discovered was an 85-year old World War I veteran who got up every 
morning to perform his routine shaving ritual, even though his face had 
been blasted into oblivion 60 years earlier! Scrag Wombat, a notorious 
Bavarian executioner of th~ 16th century, used the same axe every day 
during his thirty years on the job. He used it until his death, even though 
the blade was extremely dull and it took seven or eight chops to sever the 
head from the body. 
Hubley Wiltingblossom. of Poughkepsie, was an extreme example of 
habitual behavior. Every night at 8:15, Hubley would leave his home 
dress~d as a bee keeper. He would then drive' around town in 
his_ YolksW?sen, T~ing, singing 'Do You Know the Way to San Jose" in 
Yiddish through a megaphone. There has yet to be an explanation of 
Hubley's actions, although relatives report his mother habitually drop-
kicked him through a living room window while an infant. 
Another man who went to extremes was the late Alfonzo Goatbreath. 
Goatbreath. it seems got up every morning, showered, dressed, and 
drove to work despite the fact he was dead! This continued for three 
weeks until his boss said: 1iey Goatbreath, what gives? You had a 
massive coronary three weeks ago, N to which the corpse replied,1'm 
terribly sorry, I hadn't realized I was dead," and the whole matter was 
dropped. , 
There were several other bizarre cases which were discussed in the 
Lindmard report, but I will report on those later. Now I would like to talk 
about something that has been in the news a lot lately. 
It has often been said that we humans are creatures of habit, 
performing the same duties over and over, again and again ... 
HU:MOR 
Wors-t Places 
by Suz;uki ~.Ioge from old movies and monty 
pYthon. And if S'Ob Cote-iS in the 
mood he will pick a fight with anyone 
to the left of Ronald Reagan(what do 
you want from someone whose 
mailbox is labeled Republican). If 
Mike Bezoenik sees that no one's 
talking to you, he will be more than 
hapoy to ten you about fhe "atest 
-FRESHMAN-
• CAP wORN . EVEN IN ~HOVJ~R 
• FAVOP.ITt: StHVG .. C(fR.£:ES1/{O" 
t FA\lbRne SA'YIN(,$- (, PARTY; <'F,\E681RV'1 
., FOUI.JO ltV THE t}JL.L. WEiG,J-lT ~OOM 'AND 
UP THe GA~egOO~ f'LYtYIIJG. t'f::It.e-£81(O'/ 
o tJ THe .:i"IJKE c>ox . 
• ;;-ONt> OF" J/HI-IROOM C;Rt!'tFFlTJ 
• «NOW'A.! "TO ~l?L.C.H IN PtJ131..1C. Pl.AcGS 
• FR.E'~Iift\eN ftP.i:. NIGHT c. I..I'';(t rv~Gs... -s.E"Co1l1 
SLeEP I3SF-e>t<S If:OOA.IIt. 
It S PENT MO~e oN GceR 1H~N TIJITJt>N 
• P~oP£:ft 0" u .. '/ ".-rrll\./:i: 
• IVUl.L.Etl. e.eEA. 1'- Skil7t1 
.. ~ B A-RA..~ ctJDJi. n 
• $ 011\"1 Q.EA-~r) Gr?OLVTH L TO P~fvG 
Ml4pJHOe>s)) 
• "f;OtIo\fWOlltK '1 k1"''''f'~ HD""G'I.\,)~""?" 
• V£JC:."I '0 ~rvt.o,." HOW61JS'i4 M"AJ'I~£,.'tSC.-rEO tJG 
TO JIoI'I,\6-.f\o"lw· HtlJ'1H O~ 1"0 ~~L~li::'b p~'NKI 
i\GE. 
to SttldM 
: '! ,·::~.l: :'. f.~)~:~~·'~ r. ~ _· ..... jl'"'.h::";(~' It;... t i~ir;;..:i'1r; ... ';; ol! ':\ .. ~W)t 
plot against the students he has'-Th~~i~ o~~p.tace·tq·§£u.cfyihat 
uncovered( come to think of it he'll might beal! right. It's a white house 
tell you even if you are talking to out in back of Boyden. Some guy 
someone}. Then there are rubber named Adrian something lives 
bands in flight, people trying to 'there. I heard a rumour that he's 
stuff other people into trash cans going to open the place to people 
and a shortage of air that makes the who want to study and that he might 
library seem like a spring day in the even have a keg party last day of 
mountains. fipa!s but li~) ~aLd it's just a rumor. 
It's getting to be that time of year 
again. I can tell because the News 
Editor has included in her list of 
stories to be written, one on the 
Best places to study. The best 
places to study?! It's really absurd, 
where the hell did she get the idea 
that there could be a best place to 
study?(the idea doesn't even sound 
too original}. 
Most would probably agree that 
studying is about as much fun as 
registration, as appealing as custom 
food's product and as boring as 
certain history courses. There can 
be no best place to pursue such an 
activity. 
Don't get me wrong, I ~ik~ "Free 
Bird" but there is such a thing as 
overkill: As far as disco is 
concerned I feel we must show, a 
little understanding and patience 
when dealing with those people--
they do have a problem{but more on 
that next week). Woodward also 
has Mrs. Wheaton. Need I say 
more? Scott has a similar problem 
. with ambient noise and in addition it 
smells like a locker room or eight 
tons of dirty socks depending on 
which floor your on. The locker 
room atmosphere may be great for 
psyching on~sfJlf up for street 
hockey or tennis, but I doubt it will 
do the sarrie for a' history exam 
unless it's scheduled in the gym. The 
Hill would have to be in the don't 
even bother to open your book 
category. so .I'H gerto it later. Pope 
Hall is an e?,ception one look at the 
clean well'cared for non abused 
interior leads one to believe that 
How NOT to Study 
Basically there are three kinds of 
places to study, bad, worse and 
don't even bother to open your 
books. 
First the bad. The Rathskellar, 
with the new 20 year old drinking 
law, the Rat is so empty ana quiet on 
some nights that it rates as merely 
. bad on,my list. The study cubicles in 
,the Student Union. Their biggest 
problems are that there are too few 
to go around and they tend to cause 
attacks of claustrophobia. The 
Clement C. Maxwell library is 
among the bad partly because of it's 
,popularity, especially around 
December and May. r mean you go 
in, you walk around the whole damn 
place twice, looking for a semi 
secluded spot to sit, hopefully where 
you won't disturb or be distorbed by 
lovers. And thenbnce you've 
settled, you've constantly disturbed 
by some fool or another who is 
looking for a semi secluded place to 
sit where hopefully he won't disturb 
or be .... During the day it's worse 
one can count on the hourly rumble 
of 1000 pair offeet(200' in 
clogs)m.oving from class to class: I 
won't even mention the air or lack of 
it. If the. library is bad the dorms 
have to fall into the category of 
worse(I can't say with any real 
authOrity because 1 commute, but 
I'll give you my observations 
anyway). Woodward Hall, stereos 
cranked up to just beyond the point 
; where the speakers break up, 
~,pla);/jp,g.eith~t~Etee,Bird:,or disco. ' 
maybe they switched a builc;ling with 
with Wheaton over in Norton while 
no one was looking. Other 
I nominees for the worse category 
are, the dining halls and any place 
outside where people cangregate. 
The only reason one might ever 
bother to open a book is to pretend 
to study while enjoying the better 
sights of spring in their skirts, shorts 
etc. 
In the final category of don't even 
bother to open your book is among 
other places the Hill. How anyone 
can live up there has always amazed. 
me. I just can't concieve of anyone 
studying in that place. I will admit 
that my only expossure to the Hill 
has been one or· two parties and 
several hours repairing vandalism 
during the course of my work-study 
job. But even the Hill isn't the worst, 
place. No so far as I'm concerned 
the worst place in the entire SSC 
campus to make any attempt to 
. study at is The Comment. Does 
noise disturb you? How about wh~n 
Jim Calnan calls WBIM and 
requests Harry Chapin's 30,000 lbs 
of bananas and then turns both 
radios up full blast. And then tli.ere 
are people, rehearsing for spcrre 
,; parts. The : .£ditor often.,recites· 
by SUzuki 
rhaven't ·written anything in a 
while due to some personal hassles 
and general laziness. It's about two 
weeks till the end of the semester j 
both to near and too far away. So 
pnyway I figured I'd let you know I 
was still alive. (I'm sure no on e 
missed the column except my 
mother and maybe two friends, 
none of whom go to school here). So 
even if no one cares if I write this. 
stuff, I'm going to do it anyway. I 
mean, It's a good excuse not to do 
the things I should be doing--like 
studying. 
It never ceasdes to amaze, me 
how many excuses J can find not to 
study. Take last we.ekend for 
instance: Friday I had to get my car 
inspected, which meant I had to fix 
the exhaust system> buy tires, a 
wiper arm and a starter (I know 
starters are, not required for 
inspection, but my twelve tooth 
Bosch starter chose that week to 
retire. the 12 tooth is significant as 
1972 Capri 2000's came with three 
different starters . None of, which 
are interchangeable, a factor that 
leads to many interesting 
discussions with boneyard 
,operators). Of course, my car 
passed inspection easily after I put 
the front plate back on under the 
one that says arrive stoned. (The 
fact that it passed has nothing to do 
with the fact that the adjuster was' 
my best friend). I still had friday 
night to study until the 
aforementioned friend asked me if I 
wanted togo put and get comatose 
that night Being.the dedicated 
student that I am I declined. Then, 
he said, "If you don't go I'll pee on 
your foot." With that sort of threat 
hanging,over my head (poor choice 
of words) what choice did I have? I 
went. 
Saturday morning I had 
previously set aSide for installing 
lower track control/arms, part 
numbers: DORY 3079A and DORY 
3078A on the front of my car, if you 
could call it that. It's a job involving 
the removal of a lot of nuts and bolts 
(which were singing we shall not be 
moved as you skin more knuckles, 
then you realize you had), as well as 
,a large portion of the front 
.suspension. I had to do all this in 
order to save my new sneakers 
(tires) from an early death and to get 
the beast to trayelin the direction: 
I point it. (A very handy thing on 
those comatose nights). The 
operation was a success. Saturday 
night was approaching and I was 
definitely going to study, but first I 
had to stop over Timbo's house to 
see about some seats for my car (the 
original . equipment seats have 
aquired the appearance of being 
gnawed by four wolves who hadn't 
eaten in a week and a half) While I 
was there Hooda came by and 
informed me 1 was going to a party at 
Ziggy's house in Lakeville. Hooda is 
quite a bit bigger than I am (but then . 
so is everyone else) so I didn't argue. 
riding, I' found out that C.D.I. 
(electronic) ignitions do in fact, work 
under water. I also found out that 60 
degree weathe,r;is'not quite' warm 
,enough for swiintrli'ng:SfihCiay night 
I dried offahd'rec;"o\/eredfrcnn·a day 
. of dirt arid unfortunately water, type 
riding. (The bike' still hasn't 
recovered as I haven't enough 
ambition to fix the flat I aquired.) 
So Monday came and 1 had 
accomplished absqlu tely nothing 
academic. Monday night I wrote this 
so 1 didn't get much done ,Monday 
either, but like I said its a good 
excuse. And if you're not 
mechanically inclined, hate 
motorcycles, (pervert) and aren't 
terribly fond of alcohol and/or other 
diversions' perhaps you ought to join 
. the Comment and write stupid stuff 
like this, like I say it' s a great excuse. 
Sunday, as we all know, is for rest, 
worship and motorcycles (it's in the 
Bible,really!). Sel:'!ing as· worship 
never appealed to me, I l'od~ my to a t h eatr e 
Su~uki andrested(twoout oqhre~ "#) , :',i.';' ai~t,.!,?;~e!):8,~ri~~,: ~,~~.~~;~~~. df~~:,.Jllaar,;;,yOU! ! 
Contntentary 
P;,,; {Commentary is an opinion column open to all members of the : . college community. Opinions expressed in this column are not " necessarily held by The Comment. Also~ The Comment is not 
responsible for the veracity or lack thereof of any material 
published in this column.--Ed.] 
II Alarntsand Attitudes?" 
by Michael S. Bezoenik 
Recently, Issues' concerning Campus Housing have been causing a 
great amount of controversy and question. Much of this controversy has 
come to my ,attention. In last week's issue of The Comment two letters 
To,~he Editor were published drawing attention to the attitudes of Ms. 
Fitzgerald, Director of Housing. 
The first letter discussed Ms. Fitzgerald's candescent toward a party 
of women who reside at Pope Hall when they spoke to her of a security 
problem in the dorm. Since this time I have spoken with some of these 
women and other residents of dorms on campus and am quite dismayed 
at how'lightly such problems ai ~ commonly handled. As I have been 
nformed, Ms. Fitzgerald's suggestion that these women contact the 
ecurity police when there is an intruder is naive of any possible danger of 
~ntering an occupied hallway to make a telephone call or go for help. The 
fact is that sonie of these women are afraid to face an intruder in the hall, 
as they have every right to be, and the Director's suggestion that they 
enter the hall in pairs does not alter the potential danger of the situation 
nor lessen the problem. These women are not hysterical school girls 
when they a~k of another, method ,of ~ontacting campus security. 
Installation of Ii1~Roorlr$'edJ.tity alar,ms WQuid be a'l/lUch,wiser and the 
cost worth these women's ~~~kb.eing. For that matter,an. In-Room 
alarm system may be anJtil~9~t~ method of eliminating false 
alarm~;., ip~,.po~e J~!lcl, The Gre~t.:HilI. The occupants would be 
respo'nsible' f6r their L own alarms. Certainly the cost of such a 
system would far outweigh the cost of twice-weekly false alarms. 
(As in fire alarms). 
Only a few women remained in Pope Hall during the last Easter break. 
As a result, someone broke into the room which happened to be next 
door to the room of my fiance' and her roomate. Since the residents were 
away, this person apparantly spent the night in the room, and used the 
vacationing girls' ~larm clock and stereo. 
The following Friday someone may have lodged in a room under 
similar circumstances (the residents are not absolutely sure~-they 
returned to find their room unsecured). Such occurrances are no matter 
to be taken lightly 50 my concern is not without due cause. 
I . am gratef},ll, that these women we.t"E! able to communicate with 
Campus Police: Chief Gracia and that he is not taking the matter lightly. 
Perhaps the Chief could also recieve a Distinguished Service Award. 
These previous concerns, however, ar~ not the key reasons I write this 
commentary. It i~, the mo~t recent development which concerns the 
Second 'af·the Letters To The Editor in last week's issue. In this letter 
acwbJat:. J nlsat~M.4ent,~Jf.pressedconcemaboutthebehaviot of the 
Director bfHousihg'Y'egafding a:g':OO AM. dorm inspection of the Great 
Hill Apartments' for so called "structural damages". 
Apparently, the fact that the individual's name was withheld from 
publication because of a fear of reprisal,was ineffective. W0ra of mouth 
travels at far greater speed than print (far rgreater than the speed of light 
i~ my opinion) because reprisal has come. The author has informed me 
of a' notice of eviction. This person is unfortunate, not for being evicted, 
but because the design of the dorm means exposure to communal living 
conditions. According to this individual, fellow roomates have what is 
refered to as celebrating tendencies, tendencies which have resulted in 
structural damage to :the communal portions of the apartment shared by 
all the parties in this particular apartment. If it could easily be proven 
which of them, or if all of them were responsible for the damage then 
mass eviction could be justified, however, it cannot be proven and this is 
a fault of communally designed living conditions. Personally, I have been 
able to examine this gentleman's private room section in this apartment 
and I could find no structural damage. 
I personally, recognize the character of this individual and I sincerely 
doubt thCit,.this.~et;ltJeITlan would indiscriminately vandalize his home. 
Thisindividt;ta!, ,bas, been actively involved in numerous responsible 
campus. organi~tions\. an~., el1t~rprises which are characterized by 
requirements. which are.notjndicative of a vandal. Up until the time of 
these recent actions this individual was considered upright, at least until 
the time of this individual's letter to the editor. The aforementioned 
opinions of this person's character is not unshared and will be supported 
if necessary. 
I feel to inspect the personal habits of campus dwellers is an invasion 
of privacy. InspeCtions for structural damage and vandalism are 
understood, however, inspections of unmade beds, dirty clothes, and 
dust should be left to the military and health departments. Perhaps if the 
roles were reversed such actions would be modified to be more realistic. 
Fortunately, t live off campus at a justified expense. I keep my bed made 
yet it's nice to know that no one will require it nor inspect it. I for one am 
not .concerned with others sleeping and cleaning habits as long as these 
habits do not infringe on others or,damage another's property. 
I will not deny that some anger is expressed in this commentary but I 
just feel that such questiorigble handling of these circumstances might 
·.have been avoided had others been more patient, considerate, and 
properly planned for similar difficulties involving campus living. I feel 
such circumstances are an embarrassment to this Institution 
considering the fine education it can offer, and the efforts recently made 
, by many administration members to enhance'" and li1aintain 
communications with the students; i.e. Dr. Rondileau, Edward Meany, 
andDr, Veno. If I did not find random questioning of students showing 
support of these opinions [would not be so bold. 
Distinguished S.ervices however, ,she is far from winning a popularity 
contest:f~Qmthe'stud~Qct~.·My.·i~tent.hasino malice contained in this 
commentary, . I just' hope the subtle ~d~ice of an attitude that is 
concerned, sincere" and cordial is recievedby readers to, whom this 
commentary is directed, so that all parties are able to perform' their 
fUnctions in life without unecessarygrief. 
--~THE MUSIC--- 91.5· 
* THE BEST IN MUSIC * 
** WBIM ** 
** ,:~~~5.,ft\f:;·,~~"·;;,~· 
for sale 
Mustang n Mach 1. Excellent condition, 4 
speed, 4 cylinders, radial tires, power steering, 
power· brakes, digital clock, good mileage. 
$2200 or best offer. Call 746·5296. -
1978 Batavis moped, gets good mileage. Like 
new, must sell. Call 471·1254. 
1968 Plymouth Gn< 68,000 mi. GO'.ld' 
transportation, new sticker very good tires 
$.295 or best offer. 697·2800. Lou 
Toshiba Cassette Deck Dolby NR VU Dials 
,Auto Reverse $145.00. 697·2800 Lou. 
1977110 Chevy Van Exc. Cond, low mileage, 6 
cyl, 3 sp, great on gas, easy parking. Fully 
insulated, chrome bumpers, heavy duty 
suspension, high buckets & more, all ready for 
carpet, treated like a baby, $3,900 must sell, 
call 947·8722. 
1970 VW Bug.-Excellent body & interior, new 
battery, coil, fuel pump, front shocks. Allgood 
tires. Needs valves. $600 588·7280 
housing 
Four room apartment. Walking distance to 
college. Furnished kitchen, $215 per month. 
All utilities. This is for the summer. Call Rick 
697·9283, or 872-6040. Call around 5 p.m. 
2 Bedroom luxury apt. for 2 or 3 people. $302 
month. For further info. can Debbie Feudo 
697·8432. 
Roommate wanted to share an a~artment for 
next school year. Rent is $55 a month plus 
utilities, 4 rooms a two min~te walk from 
school. Call Theresa at 697-7662. 
Roommate wanted to share an apartment for 
summer. Available right after school closes 'til 
September. Rent is $55 a month plus utilities. 
Two minute walk from school. Call Bernadette 
697·7662 after 4 p.m. 
wanted 
Wanted lor 2 females to share a 5 room apt. in 
Taunton. For more information call Dawn 
after 8 p.m. Mon-Thurs. 824·5311. 
Typing 50q: a page, Contact Robin, rm.321 




Our second trip of Bridgewater 
State College students to the Soviet 
Union provided all participants with 
unfogettable impressions about life 
in a ,closed society. It is particularl!,. 
important there to observe all dds 
and don'ts carefully and have 
knowledgeable and cooperative 
students on such a trip. Sylvana 
Eakin, Tom Staples, Carl Ciafardini, 
and our 75 year old alumna Florence 
Boser were just wonderful. I must 
than them for their good cheer and 
patience . during 'the long wait in 
Helsinki for the snow-bound 
Moscow airport to clear a runway 
for us after a sudden freak snow 
storm. Actually, the Russian winter 
scene made an indelible impression 
on us, but' the winter did not last 
very long. We were able to stroll, 
photograph and shop in Moscow 
and Leningrad in almost spring-like 
weather. And of course, thanks 
from all of us to the SGA for their 
support. 
After our return quite a few 
peopl~ inquired about next year's 
trip and wished to preregister. This 
is a good idea, because FINNAIR' 
informed me that arrangements for 
the Olympic year should be made 
\lp.ry early, especially for study 
groups with, special educational 
itineraries. " " 
There isa 'sign-up sheet at my 
office door at Tillinghast Rm. 323. 
Please add your name and ,address 
without any obligation_ This will 
make it possible to know the 
number of interested' people -early 
enough to notify everybody in tome 
fop planning::};essions', fu.ncl raising 
drives,·etc. iti;Septenilber:d;> ,\.::'''1, 
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Class,ifieDs 
personals 
Thriller Miller. Find any eggs on your car 
lately? What do you and Peach do when the 
lights are out? Beware of the next Guyana 
Punch Party. it could be your Iast.-A fellow 
Commando 
Do you collect stamps too? If so contact Rick 
in Scott 209. Must be male and well built, 
prefer house wreckers· send photo- please no 
jokes. I'm just looking for a little fun.--Ron 
Guidry 
Hey, Mr. Ed, It is going to be a heck of a year if 
we don't fudge it up. Good luck to both of us 
with O.P. 1 & 2! Hey, Mr. Microphone! I told 
you I would send you a personal! See ya! .. 
.Annie. 
Frank· Hi! Thanks a bunch.· No matter 
what...you know what. Remember the beach 
(after Big Daddy's)·I11 miss you but I'm going to . 
have one hell, of a time. Hope things stay this 
way. I hope. You've made me so happy and 
you a!ways will.··Love always, Debbie 
Would you like to learn how to make exotic 
drinks? Come to a mixology workshop. 
Open to all students and the general public. 
Tuesdy May 8th, 7:00·10;00 p.m. in the Library 
:_ecture Hall. Come and enjoy. Any questions 
call Deacon 6914147 or Paul 697·2523. 
,Jack Meoff, Sorry about the loss of your little 
mistress. Maybe you'll be pleased to know that 
we know about an 8 week old "T eether·. Keep 
\lOur chin up buddy. 
Karen--Thanks so much for the flowers! After 
a rough day, they were just what I needed to 
smile! Love, Your Natl. Secretary 
Hey Mike- What'd [ do to piss you off this time 
now Baaaybe? 
To the girl who loves to cause destruction at 
the HilI- Throwing those softball and tennis 
balls a bit too hard! Rernlmber all those fire 
engines? Take it easy on your roomeyor you'll 
be. the one that's Burnt·to-Death! ··A 
concerned Hill dweller. 
Donald, We have this great motor-learning 
experiment for you to try. Stop by on the Mxt , 
rainy day, we1J ·splash" you up to the hill· but 
please put away you whips and chains, we're ' 
not into S & M. Signed: Aren't Seniors fun! 
p _S. the pants were a nice fit. I: 
Kim Jensen· Happy Birthday from your two t;. 
best pals. For your birthday we are presenting ,t.'~~, 
you with the biggest present you will ever get. 
You guessed it, John Rose's! Love, Joni and 
Wendy ~, 
~' 
Beth-Happy B-Day! The big 21! Hey·drink 1-
much? How old is your twin brother? Love, " 
Ginny-Rae, Roger, Olive Oil, Spam, Virginia, 
Julia Grown·up, Big Up. 
Julia. Grown·up Dinner was simply 
marvelous! Anybody for leftovers? We just 
love olives! We love black carrots- you're such 
a gourmet! THe 7D Diner 
Moorse--Looking forward to your new book: 
'"How to wreck a house in six easy steps.~ 
There is no place in society for a sub-human 
like yourself. Hopefully the Alaska wilderness 
. win tame you but I doubt it. .. Tar~an 
Marianne, hope you like your paddle, took me 
a long time you know. It was great having you 
as a big siSter, dying to getthe ring back. By the 
'time you read this 111 be paddled in.· Love Your 
Little Sis 
Vespers meeting at the Convent Pope win be 
held in the chapel each night I(j pm -2 am. 
Mother Superior K.L. will preside. B.Y.O.B. 
Father E.M. 
Yo, Jess, & T.T., Kinasach! Love, me. 
Grif-Here's the rest of your personal; Would ... 
you please stop hiding in the dishroom? Hope 
to see more of you. K, D., T_, & M.··Your 
Breakfast Fan Club. 
To Claire Collins-f love you, from daughter 
Beth. 
Donald-Don't even look at me. I'm breaking up 
with'you and I NEVER want to SEE you again! 
-Your Ex. P.S. And you can keep the kid!! 
To the foxes-We love you beautiful women so 
To Th,e~.urp.ri.,s.e. P.a ... rty.,. C".rew:. much. We have twenty-five truckloads! How Thanb 'very mu~h to aU the people\\l},o' ~',ltbOtiC·ffii:is'weeJ<elld.Love; PariotTeeth, 
made my birthday quite a surprising Greek Balls, The Woodchuckers, the 
event. Thanks again,' for the fun, the Chipmunkers, and Mr. Africa. 
laughter, but most of all. .. the memory. 
... Steve Martin 
Dear Students and Faculty of B.S.C.: I want to 
take this opportunity to say 'thank you' for 
making my stay at Bridgewater the most 
memorable experience of my life_ I wisnyou all 
good luck, God speed, success and happiness 
in your future. Thanks for the memories!-: 
Sincer(!ly, ~ho~as Woods-' 
Brothers and Sisters of Phi Pi Delta: This is to 
inform you of the night to come. We are not 
dumb pledges, so don't expect anything less 
than the best from us. We love you, future 
brothers and sisters of Phi Pi Delta?? 
Dear Mrs. Ed, You'renotapoormisguided .. -.. 
We all love you and couldn't live without you. 
Love, Lounge ToWn. 
" 
Miles; Thanks for the anniversary gift-It's the 
greatest and I love it lots. Let's be as happy as 
we are now·forever. I love you lots. 
Affectionately, Raggedy Ann. 
To my Gnome; From now until the end of time, 
you11 ever be my yaientine, Love, China Doll. 
Dear Scott, It's the big one! I couldn't ask for 
anything because I have just what I want. 
'Thank you so much for' everything. Get 
. psyched for Sunday. Emeral, Me. 
To the Nerd, Do you alWays look like that or is 
that justa costume? Either way I think you're 
cute! I hope we don't have to wait to the next 
SO's dance to meet you again·Signed, a nerd 
lover. 
Classified Ad Form 
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Girl's Softball TakesUNH 
U-Mass may be 15-0 and a talented team, 
but as sportswomen they are no day at the 
beach. In a lopsided win 13-1, the U-Mass 
soft bailers had this writer prepared to charge' 
the field and give them what they asked for. If 
the game was close I would have no 
objections to the snide remarks toward our 
side. But not in a game that was decided in the 
first few innings. 
Led by Sue (The Mouth) Peters, U·Mass 
won 13-1. The Mouth threw a 2 hitter, hit a 
grand slam, double and single. Second 
baseman Jeanne Ellis wiped out any thoughts 
of a no-hitter with a bunt single in the 4th. 
Karen Pignataro spoiled TheMouth's bid for a 
shut-out with a sacrifice fly to score Ellis. Ann 
Merlin delivered the Bears 2nd hit in the 
seventh. One parting line fo r the U-Mouth 
softball team·"See you next year.'" 
Central Conn. swept two from the Bears, 4· 
3 and 4-2. CC banged out 8 and 10 hits in the 
games. Bright spots for the Bears with hits 
from Karen Hooper, Jean Ellis and Donna 
Arcudi. 
.In game 2, the team made errors at th.e 
wrong time and did not hit against a tough CC 
squad. SSC only had five hits in the second 
game: Karen Hooper (2 hits), Lisa 
Vai1lancourt (triple), Jean Ellis and Karen 
Pignataro. 
In a must double~header UNH, the girls 
broke out of their hitting slump and scored 16 
runs, winning both games 9-8 and 7-2. Trailing 
2-0 after one, Karen Pignataro reached on an 
error. With two out Lisa Vaillancourt laced a 
double, scoring Pignataro. cutting the lead in 
half 2·1. Six walks and Dawn Henderson's 
single accounted for 5 runs in the 4th. Linda 
Doherty continued her good pitching 
although she was touched for a run in the 4th 
and 5th. 
The Bears added 3 in the fifth on Doherty's 
single, walks to Jeannie Ellis and Lisa 
Vaillancourt, and a two out single by Ann 
Merlin. Chris Ramsay saved the win for Lind,\ 
Doherty in fashion by striking out the last 
batter. 
Stars of Game I: Linda Doherty, Chris 
Ramsay, Lisa Vaillancourt (double, 2 walks), 
Karen Hooper (2 hits, 1 walk}, and Ann Merlin 
,(double, single, 1 walk). 
Game II--Chris Ramsay allowed only 2 hits 
(both singles), for a 7-2 win. The Bears scored 
3 runs in the first on six walks. They added 2 in 
the fourth on hits by· Chris Ramsay and 
Jeannie Ellis. 
Stars of Game II: Chris Ramsay pitched a2 
hitter, had 4 K's and singled. Lead-off l)itt-er 
Lisa Vaillancourt (3 walks), Ann Merlin (2 




The Bridgewater State Bears baseball team 
started this week with a bang by beating 
Salem State, twice in a double header in the 
route over Salem. Pitcher Jim Peters pitched 
an outstanding game giving up only 4 hits. He 
went all the way for the victory. The team not 
o~ly ~~owed it at the bat but in the field al$o_ 
!lGreat defense was the key," said player Gary 
Buelow. The second game was a little closer 
as both teams battled to the end. The star of 
the game was Mjk~ Condry who rattled a two 
run homer in the 7th (0 win the game for the 
Bears. Condry also drove in three runs for the 
day. The Bears threw three pitchers in the 
EQUESTRIANS 
,~rhe last two horse shows ofthe season this 
spring were held at Saddle Rowe Stables, 
hosted by Tufts U. on April 8th and at.Tillson 
Farm, hosted by U Mass on April 2l. 
Fortunately the weather turned out to be 
sunny and clear, as both events were held 
outside.· Co.mpeting at· the first meet were 
_Andy· Lenick, Sandy Pallaria, Mark James, 
and Betsy Lane, along with newcomers 
Connie Haynes and Steve Monterio. 
Riding in a Novice Horsemanship and 
Novice over fences class, Sandy Pallaria won 
a first and third place ribbon in tough 
competiticm. Participating in 'Beginner Walk! 
Trot! Cant~r' Division, Andy Lenick placed 
sixth in hie class, while Betsy Lane placed 
third in hers. Connie Haynes, riding in 
T eltnis T,eam 
Undefeated 
\; 
The B.S.t, mens tennis team travelled to 
. Newport tl1~ past Saturday to face a much 
weaker squ'ad. The match was never in doubt 
as the Bears won all six singles matches and 
two out of three doubles matches. The win 
improves their record to 5-0 for the spring and 
12·1 overall. The Scores: 
1. Steve Power (won) 6-0,6-2 
2. Joe McDermott (won) 6·2,6-0 
3. Bruce Ogilvie (won) 6-0,6-0 
4. Doug Mildram (won) 6-0,6-0· 
5. Glenn Guenard {won) 6-0,6-0 
6. Dan Damish (won) Default 
Doubles 
1. Southworth-Damish(won) 10·8 
2. Deane-Goddu (lost) 10-6 
3. Mildram .. Minor (won) 10·1 
Beginner Walk/Trot, placed first in her class-
a commendable result for her. first show. 
Six B.S.C. riders attended the U Mass 
. Competition at. Amherst as well, riding in 
Novice Horsemanship, Beginiler Walk{frot, 
and Beginner Walk,rrrotjCc,mer classes. 
Competing in their respective classes Mark 
James, Betsy Lane, and Connie Haynes 
recieved second place ribbons; And~t Lenick 
and Steve Monterio p1a..ced fifth, "and Ann 
~ernice finished in fourth pi<i<::e in her division. 
The Equestrian Team is proud to note that 
in addition' to the fact that everyone of our 
riders placed well in our final competition, our 
school tied for fifth place out of twenty five 
other colleges and universities at both the 
Tufts and U Mass shows. 
Joe, McDermott warms . up 
Seven Straight 
game,l,Rick Parks, who lasted 2· and a half 
innings, Rick Angus, and Neil Greenwald, 
who finally got the win. Good defense and 
mediocre pitching sufficed as the Bears beat 
Salem by a score of 5-4. Hakes and Panese 
also had 7 hits between them. These two wins 
make it seven straight for. the Bears. The 
Bears: hbve·also '-von'S '¢Urt)fthE!ir'l~triihe. 
The Bears fintnsh -thiS \.v~ek' 6ut 'wIth a' gam~e 
against Worcester State at home on. 
Saturday. They will also play one of their 
rivals, Westfield on Sunday. ,Westfield, a 
league powerhouse, should provide stiff. 
competition for the Bears on Sunday. 
MAA/WRA 
. During the past academic year, MAA 
(Men's Athletic Association) and WRA 
(Women's Recreation Association) have 
sponsored many events,trips, and activities 
for the college community and have been 
active entities at Bridgewater for several 
years. 
In an effort for these two organizations to 
continue to be effective and to meet the 
needs and desires of the students with regard 
to intramural, recreational, and athletic 
activities, MAA and WRA are in a transitional 
period, heading toward consolidation and 
reorganization. 
This merger will result in a reconstruction 
of the executive board and a redefinition of its 
purpose_ An ad-hoc committee composed of 
returning members of WRA and MAA will be 
working diligently next year on this 
unification, with the target date of this new ' 
association of January., 1980. 
Any sort of organizational change provides 
students with the opportunity for 
involvement. This new "alliance" will require 
strong leadership and dedicated members to 
insure its success. Therefore, all students 
who are interested in participating in this new 
organization should be in contact with the 
aclhoc committee members for further 
information next year. 
Sharon Rogerson, current WRA president, 
and Jim Billings, current MAA president will 
be of help to anyone who would like additional 
information 2,lbo!lt this merger this year. 
WOMEN'S 
INTRAMURALS 
CONGRATULATIONS to BSC's 
Intramural women's team who took first place 
in the Schiltz Intramural Olympic Regional 
Competition, held at Rhode Is. Jr. College, 
April 21st and 22nd. 
Sharon ROQerson, Cheryl Nelson, 
1eo..n.ette Strout, Angela Viera, Kathy 
Sharkey, Lea Beattie, Sue Hebert, Paula 
Hutch, Tracy Ellis. and Reenie Desabrais 
competed against .. all other areaIM teams in' 
basketball, volleyball, track· and swimrning. 
Our women took 'first in track, fifth in' 
swimming, lost in the semi-final round. in 
volleyball, and took another ·fits.t 'in' 
basketball. The winning team determined by 
the team with the most total points~ Was 
awarded according to the-place that" each 
team finished in each of the activities. 
When . all the points Were totalled, Our 
women had won! They now will continue on 
to the national competition, held at the 
University of Miami, Florida on· May 4-6, 
where they will m~et. all other regional 
winners from across the nation .. 
We are proud that these women, will 
represent BSC on a national scale and wish" 
them tpe best 6f luck in Florida. . 
